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ABSTRACT

One of the most damag-ing aspects of the combat environment
to which Navy ships are exposed is the mechanical shock resulting
from the explosion of warheads. The detonation of a large weapon
at a considerable distance from the ship produces a shipboard shock
environment throughout the entire ship which is potentially damag-
ing to all shipboard equipment and systems.

Information has been accumulated on the characteri•tics and
operation of the devices specified by MIL-S-901 for the shock test-
ing of shipboard equipment - the Navy 141 Class Shock Machines
and the Floating Shock Platform. Other shock machines are also
used by the Navy and other services but are not considered here.
This material has been gathered from many sources, most of which
are not. readily accessible, and is intended to provide background
information. Equipments are accepted for shipboard use if they

comply satisfactorily with the shock test and design procedures

prescribed by MiL-S-901.

O~nflYV t'IV Am&m IC' 1A ..I .SAJJJA~i I K) A£1x Avo

This is an interim report; work is continuing.
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SHIPBOARD SHOCK AND NAVY DEViCES FOR ITS SIMULATION

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

Information is presented on the characteristics and operation of the devices specified
by MIL-S-901 for shock testing shipboard equipment - the Navy HI Class Shock Machines
and the Flokating Shock Platform. OJ.her shock inaduincs, such as the Shock Machine for
Electronic Devices, the JAN-S-44 machire, air guns, and drop-tables, are also used by the
Navy and other services but will not be considered here. The facts presented here have
been accumulated from many sources, most of which are no longer readily accessible, and
is intended to provide background informatioa for potential users of MIL-S-901 shock
machines. Equipments are accepted for shipboard use if they comply satisfactorily with
the shock test and design procedures prescribed by MIL-S-901.

Background

Prior to World War II, damage to shipboard equipment resulted principally from direct
hits by enemy shells and torpedoes or from firing the ship's own guns. The only acceptable
protective measures available were mounting equipments as far away from the hull plating
as possible and carrying as much armor as practicable. During this period - program to
improve the resistance to gun-blast damage of equipments which required mounting in
the vicinity of gun turret, resulted in tl-h 3-ft-10) and 2 0u-nl-u MIOCi 1Yiahhiieb. Iji extenwioll
of this work to improve the reliabiity of shipboard equipments in general resulted in the
development of a combination rock-and-roll, shock-and-vibration test machine.

During World Wax IJ the problems of equipment reliability were increased by the
emergence of large noncontact bombs and influence mines. Exploding at some distance
from the ship, these applied an underwater pressure pulse to a large area of the hull;
while the ship often sustained little structural damage, damage to equipments onboard
was widespiead. Heavy equipments in engine-room compaurtments, previously safe, became
misaligned or inoperative from mount or casing fractures, cr in extreme cases were broken
free entirely and propelled through the compartment. Lighter equipments escaped this
fate due to flexibiiity in their mounts and structures but were often rendered inoperative
by permanent deformation and interference of internal parts due to excessive motion.
Although equipments in superstructure and above-deck locations suffered least from under-
water explosions, they remained most susceptible to blast and shell damage. The problem
was complicated further by the growing necessity for complex and delicate electronic
devices, such as radar and sonar. While protecting equipments from combat environments
was more difficult, newer equipments were less resistant to combat environments.

In ).939 the Blitish developed (on a somewhat ad hoc basis) a shock machine which
produced damage to items under test similar to that sustained in service. This machine
was capable of testing items weighing a few hundred pounds. In 1940 the U.S. Navy had

1
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2 E. W. CLEMENTS

a modified ver'ien of this machine built by General Electric Corporation as the Navy
High-Impact Shock Machine for Lightweight Equipments. This machine provides a
satisfactory test for items weighing up to 250 lb, although tests on ik-ms of ti) to 400 lb
are considered acceptable. Due to the need to test heavier items, the firM. Navy High-
Impact Shock Machine for Medium weight Equipments was built by Westinghouse Electric
Corporation in 1942 and was rated for testing items weighing from 250 to 4500 lb. The
maximum rating of this machine has since been extended to 6000 lb. Various devices for
testing still heavier items were proposed and evaluated, and in 1959 the Floating Shock
Platform, built by the Underwater Explosion Research Division, now a part of the Naval
Ship Research and Design Center (NSRDC), was placed in service. The original version of
this device was rated from 6,000 to 30,000 lb and a later, slightly longer version from
40,000 to 60,000 lb. A still larger version of this device is presently being constructed.
A somewhat similar device is the Submarine Shock Test Vehicle, which was recently
placed in service.

MEASUREMENT OF SHOCK MOTIONS

Shock Motion Waveforms

Shio)board shock motions are complex and varied, but in many situations useful
information may be derived by considering simplified waveforms which possess a few
selected characteristics of the actual complex waveform.

Motion Parameters

A motion may be described in terms of the time-dependent history of the displace-
ment, velocity, acceleration, or jerk associated with it. Which description is preferred
will depend on the nature of the system under study, the type of information desired,
the manner in which the motion is excited, and possibly the instrumental limitations.
As a rule, large displacements will be associated with low frequencies, and the displace-
ments at high frequencies will be small, while the accelerations will be large at high fre-
quencies and small at low. If a considerable range of frequencies is involved in the motion
under study, both displacement and acceleration will likely be parameters heving wide
dynamic range. (Jerk, the derivative of acceleration, is of even greater dynamic rangebut is of little, intprest. in• fl.ýh, o, yOrl I-•^ I-.

buti s. oliteitsy of s. ck per se.) Velocity is a much more uniform
parameter over the frequency range and shows a much lower dynamic range. Dynamic
range can be reduced by such expedients as filtration of one sort or another, but this
implies that it is permissible to restrict the study to motions with some range of fre-
quencies. If this is not the case, velocity remains as the motion parameter of choice.

Generally the properties of a shock motion which will be of concern will include
the amplitudes of the chosen motion parameter, the frequencies involved, the durations
of various aspects of the motion, and derived quantities such as shock spectra and
Fourier spectra.

Simple Pulse Shock

In marty cases the shock motion may be described adequately by a simple pulse of
acceleration (Fig. 1) - a body striking an elastic member may undergo a half-sine pulse

a. . .. . . . • -
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Fig. 1 - Some of the more common simple acceleration pulse waveforms

of acceleration, for example. If the pulse is sufficiently short in terms of the response
time of the affected system, the exact shape of the pulse becomes of little concern, and
it may be regarded as an impulse. The excitation then is in essence a velocity step, a
great mathematical convenience. In other cases the excitation may be represented as a
simple pulse of displacement. The most useful simplistic characterization of the shock
motion is determined not only by its waveform but also by the system in which it occurs
and the nature of the problem being studied.

Shipboard Shock

Shipboard shook is of such a type that broadly applicable simpilfications usually
cannot be made. Each primary exciting mechanism produces ship structure motions more
or less peculiar to it. Air blast, such as from firing the ship's guns, produces very high,
short-duration loadings at exposed areas of the deck and superstructure and leads to a
basic motion resembling a velocity step with expone-' ! decay (1) (plus oscillations of
the excited system). The motion may consist of of such pulses due to the dif.
ference in arrival time of the blasts from differcir c,!s and echoes. Shell burst provides
a similar excitation, complicated by thermal effc , iad perhaps direct mechanical action
if close enough to the point of detonation. Like underwater shock, air-blast shock has
become a much more serious problem with the introduction of larger weapons: surface
or air burst of nuclear weapons also provide pressure excitations with extensive, near-
planar wavefronts. The study of this extended form of air-blast shock is incomplete.

Underwater shock (1,2) produces perhaps the most complex excitation pattern. The
primary shock wave arrives first and is a steep pressure step with exponential decay.
Next - significant for large weapon attack - might be a negative pressure pulse of
similar shape due to surface reflection and possibly another positive pulse from bottom
reflection. Other dominant features of the excitation are the arrival of the surge of water
displaced by the expansion of the gas bubble (which is responsible for practically all of
the rigid body motion of the ship), of the "bubble pulse" (the pressure pulse emitted by
the gas bubble when it has contracted to minimum radius), and of the bubble-pulse
reflections, The relative placement of these features in the overall excitation train depends
on the depth of the detonation, the depth of the water, and the distance of the ship
from the detonation. Tihe bubble may oscillate for several cycles, emitting pressure
pulses at each radius minimum. Sometimes the first bubble pulse will be of sufficient
magnitude to warrant consideration, especially for low-frequency systems. The bubble
has a natural tendency to rise to the surface and may vent to the atmosphere. If this
occurs during the first expansion, no bubble pulse will be emitted. The velocity of the

- I
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4 E. W. CLFMENTS

rise is by far t ie greatest when the bubble radius is at a :ninimum, and for rclatively
shaliow shots the bubble oscillations will be terminated by venting rather than by dissipa-
tion of thz driving energy. The veiting itself causes surface waves which arrive at the
ship late in the proceedings. Their effect. is usually negligiblh compared to what has gone
before but can occasionally be signifieant to the response of low-frequency, lightly damped
systems. The salient features of air blast and underwater shock pressure waves are outlined
in Fig. 2.

P

(a) Air blast starts suddenly from ambient PO at time
to, reaching peak pressure P (overpressure P - P0 ). At
time t1 the overpressure phase is succeeded by the
underpressure phase lasting until time t2. Pressure fluc-tuations following this phase are essentially negligible.

P
(b) The pressure wave from an underwater explosion
starts suddenly from ambient at to, reading a peak value
P (far greater, of course, than the value attained in air
blast). At time t1 "surface cutoff" occurs when the
wavefront reflected with opposite sign from the water
surface interferes destructively with triat traveling the
direct path. Surface cutoff may in fact result in some
underpressure, as indicated. At time t2 the wave front PO 0
reflected from the bottom arrives, and at time t3 the 12

first bubble pulse arrives.

Fig. 2 - Simplified free-field pressure-time histories for (a) airblaft
and (b) underwater explosions

For some items it is permissible to regard the input, shock motion as a velocity step,
or as a velocity change with exponential decay. For an average item, however, the shock
motioi will have been transmitted through a structural path which accentuates some fre-
quency components and suppresses others, leading to a complex and highly individualistic
waveform. Since the item of equipment itself may have many components, hence many
modes, its response motions may be even more complicated. Shipboard shock is accord-
ingly characterized by a complex and relatively unpredictable waveform having components
over a considerable range of, frequency (Fig. 3). The ranges cf typical parameters which
might bt encountered are: frequency, from near 0 to 5 kHz; displacement, zero up to
a few feet, velocity, 0 to about ±30 ft/s (although velocities of up to 140 ft/s have been
reported); and acceleration, 0 to ±-10,000 g.
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Fig. 3 - A typical a. cleration waveform found in ship-
ioiard shock, Starting at time to, the acceleration
ayc:)litudes may reach several hundred (or even several
thousand) g and remain significant for about a second.

For ccnventional explosive attack the severity of an underwater shock iiiput to a
ship is often indicated by the "shock factor," determined by the TNT equivalent weight
of the charge, the depth of the detonation, and its distance from the ship. This factor
was originally assigri.ed as an index of the ship's hull motion and was derived for a particular
ship with a pailicular orientation to the detonation and for a particular charge size.
Scaling laws have been empirically defined which should be applied to extend this concept
so that a stated "alue of shock factor means the same shock severity on all ships for ali
variables, suoh as orientations and charge weights. These laws continue to be the topic
of some dLse-u-,.,ion. Even so, the shock factor is a valuable parameter since workers in
the field agree !,)n its general definition, if not always on its detailed application.

Instrumentation Systems

To study shock motions some characteristic or waveform description of them must
be captured in a comparativeiy permanent form (1). Some shock pickups are self-
recording, such as the scratch gage, lead gage, putty gage, reed or dynamic load factor
gage, ball-crusher accelerometer, and a variety of other peak-reading devices. Some optical
measurement methods lead naturally to filmed readouts (high-speed movies, for example).
However, the vast majority of shock pickups in use today transdume the shock parameter
to which they are sensitive into an electrical signal, permitting great convenience in signal
transmission, computation, and recording. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a typical
modeni measurement instrumentation system.

Practically all motion pickups may be regarded as single-degree-of-freedom (s.d.o.f.)
systems (Fig. 5). If a s.d.o.f. system is regarded as a "test mass," a "spring," a "base,"
and a "sensor," the character of the sensor and the relationship of the frequencies in-
volved in the motion of the base to the natural frequency of ý.e mass on the spring (base
fixed) determine the parameter of motion to which the pickup responds. If tile base-
motion frequencies aro well below the natural frequency of the pickup, the relatixe dis-
placement of the mass with respect to the base is proportional to the acceleration of
the base. If the base-motion frequencies are well above the natural frequency, the relative
displacement is identical to the base displacement since the test mass remains still - it is
seismically suspended. Now, the most commonly used sensors fall into two categories:
those which produce an indication proportional to the displacement of the mass relative
to the base and those which produce an indication proportional to the velocity of the
mass relative to the base. The application of these sensors in the first instance above
(relative displacement proportional to base acceleration) produce an accelerometer or
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COMPUTATION

READ•OUT AND rRIMARY

DISPLAY -] -- I"ECO D ERJ

Fig. 4 - Block diagram of a basic measurement
instrumentation system

jerkmeter, respectively. (Jerk is a motion parameter of concern in the study of physiological
effects of shock motions, but wil not be considered further here.) In the second instance
(relative displacement proportional to base displacement), the pickup produced is a dis-
placement meter or a velocity meter, respectively. Note that a high-speed camera hung on
its "soft" bungee cord is a prime •xanple of a displacement meter. Another pickup varia-
tion is the highly overdamped s.d.o.f. system, whose relative displacement is proportional
to base velocity for a substantial range of frequencies centered about its natural frequency.

Pickups of the seismic typc have one common disadvantage: they are large and heavy.
The size is necessary because the relative displacement is ideally the input motion; the
weight is a product partly of sheer bulk, partly of the necessity for low natural frequency
in spite of large component sizes, and partly of the requirement for robust construction
to k-ee the natural frequencies of the component parts high enough to avoid contaminating
the response of the instrument. The requirement for large dispiacernurA capability alnna,
the sensitive axis renders seismic pickups somewhat fragile with regard to cross-axis excita-
tions, detracting from their utility as practical shock pfckups.

Another pickup of great historical importance in shock studies is the reed gage, or
dynamic load factor gage, which consists of an array of cantilever springs with end maises.
The spring length and thicknes and the magnitude of the end mass are adjusted so that
the natural frequencies of the array members span a frequency range of about 40 to 450 Hz.
The masses are fitted wi<h scribes permitting the maximum deflections of the array to be
recorded by scratching a suitable surface with varying degrees of legibility. The recorded
deflections allow the "shock spectrum" of the shock motion to be determined (with some
error). Now that large fast computers are availaule these primitive'devices are dying out;
nevertheless, they retain the virtue of requiring no external power or readout and recording
circuitry.
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(a) Undamped s.d.o.f. system k

2.o

0 0

0.1 I0 I0

(b) Steady-state reaponse of a s.d.o.f. system. The forcing

(radinn) frequencL j. w and the system naural (radian) frc-
quenc.ý Wn =/Im. Tho seismic region is where o/w. > 2.
where the relative displacemtnt is essentially the same as the
ab:olute disp.lacement of the base. Acceleromrters opera~te
in the region wA/.-n < 0.6, where the relative displicement
is small and propbortional to the acceleration of twe b"ase,

Fig. 5 - Sir.gle-degree-of-freedom (s.d.o.f.) system

Transducers

Transducers may be sensitive to any of the major motion parameters: displacement,
velocity, and acceleration.

Displacement

Displacement is often the mci.b important parameter of motiop and also the most
difficult to measure satisfactorily. 'its importa -ce arises from the greatest, interest in a
study often being the distortion or deformation of some Atructure, which can generally
be cvaluated only if the displacements of structural members relative to one another are
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8 E.W. CLEMENTS

known.* These desired relative displacements are often small differences between large
absolute displacements, requiring '.hat the measurements be made with extreme accuracy
over a great dynamic range.

Displascement is difficult to measure satisfactorily because the available measuring
devices are not sufficiently accurate over large dynamic ranges. Devices capable of measur-
ing large displacements, such as linear potentiometers and linear variable differential
transformers, are inherently limited to low frequencies for one reason or another and
usually lack the requisite accuracy and fine resolution as well. The high-frequency devices,
such as the capacitive pickup and the various interferometers, are restricted to small
displacements. All of these devices actually measure displacement of the measured object
relative to themselves. Absolute displacements can be measured if an inartial reference
is available, such as a fixed frame which does not partake of the shock motion or a seismic
test mass.

Because of these difficulties, it is not common to measure displacement directly but

to calculate it from measurements of another motion parameter.

Velocity

Velocity transducers generally consist of a coil moving about a -eismically suspended
magnet or a magnet moving along a seismically suspended coil. The seismic nature of
the pickup imposes the restrictions on size, weight, and frequency range remarked pre-
vio.usy. Eitheru he coii or magnet is fixed to the base and e):posed to the entire shock

environment. Even though ruggedly built, they tend to break up and/or lose magnetiza-
tion with use.

Acceleration

Acceleration transducers, or accelerometers, have many desirable features as shock
pickups since they operate below their natural frequencies. This means not only that
their relative displacements are small but also that the higher the natural frequency the
better. Both factors lead to small, light pickups and wide frequency range. The instrumenta-
tion problems unique to accelerometers are due largely to their sensor mechanisms. Those
mechanisms using strain gage bridges and linear variable differential transform-ere Vre
relatively susceptible to damage by cross-axis shock (although not to the extent of seismic
pickups) and are relatively limited in maximum acceleration capability. The more common
piezoelectric types present very high impedances and have low sensitivities, requiring
elaborate specialized signal-handling circuitry, and may exhibit "zero shift" under shock
excitation. Zero shift appears as a sudden, spurious dc component in the accelerometer's
output; while it may not be sufficiently pronounced to prevent reasonably good accelera-
tion vziues to be read, it is disastrous to efforts to compute other shock parameters from
the record. Fortunately, zero shift can be avoided by careful selection of accelerometers.
In addition to these problems, the piezoelectric pickup is essentially undamped. If the
shock motion possesses perceptible energy in the region of the accelerometer's natural

*Oft.en a great deal of such information can be extracted from measurementfs of dynamic strains at
judiciously selected regions of a structure. However, these measured values are used as inputs or
constraints to some semiempirical model of the structure from whose action the displacements of the
actual structure are inferred. This is greatly different from measuring the actual displacements directly.
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frequency, the accelerometer will ring to some extent. If the natural frequency is high
enough, this false signal may be filtered out electrically.

These problems may be rmgarded as the effects of the shock motion as a mechanical
environment for the pickup rather than as the subject of a measurement. Since these
aspects of the shock motion will rarely be the same, the shock motion can be mitigated
as "environment to the pickup" without affecting the shock motion as "phenomenon to
be measured" by suitable mounting and padding arrangements. By these means accelerom-
eters can be exposed to shock environments far in excess of their capability and yet obtain
very good measurements of the shock motions.

Strain

The study of equipment response to shock environments is greatly facilitated by
the strain gage, which may now be obtained in a wide variety of shapes and forms. In
its original form, the strain gage used the fact that when a conductor is deformed, its
resistance varies in such a way that the relative change in resistance is proportional to
the reiative elongation of the conductor. The relative elongation is the strain, hence the
name of the gage, and the coefficient of proportionality, or gage factor, is close to 2 for
most metals. The basic resistance of the gage is from about 100 to 500 ohms, so the
resistance changes are quite small, but noise is generally not a problem. Strain gage
instrumentation is well developed commercially, and a great variety of bridge and amplifier
packages are readily available. The most common form for the strain gage was at one
timle the f.ne-wie gid wiih a paper backing. While still widely used, this form has been
largely supplanted by the foil grid with plastic backing, which is more convenient for use
with modem adhesives. The choice of backings and adhesives is largely determined by
the temperature range which must be tolerated.

Thermal effects are usually compensated by matching the gage characteristics to the
expansion coefficient of the material to which it is to be attached. Elaborate compound
gages can be obtained which contain a resistance thermometer element matched to the
strain gage element which allows the temperature effect to be canceled. Thermal effects
on the wiring connecting the strain gage installation to the bridge circuitry are also a source
of error but can be compensated by such techniques as the "six-wire" connection.

More recent strain gages use the piezoresistive effect and may have gage factors of
one or two thousand for fairly small strains. The gage factor of thesc gages is usually
strongly affected by temperature and varies somewhat with strain. Readout circuitry
with appropriate compensation is available for this type of strain gage also. They are
used as the sensor devices in the piezoresistive accelerometers, where their high strain
sensitivity allows the natural frequency of the accelerometer to be kept much higher
than is possible when other types of strain gage are used.

Signal Conditioning

The signal output from the transducer is generally not suitable for display and
recording. It may appear at an inconvenient voltage level or at a high impedance, or
it may contain ac carriers or ringing frequency components. TIhe circuitry which accepts
the transducer output signal and adapts it to the requirements of recording and display
devices is referred to as signal conditioning equipment. In many cases the signal con-
ditioning also provides elec'.rical excitation to the transducer.
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10 E.W. CLEMENTS

Excitation and Impedance Transformation

Pickups using sensors, such as strain gages, piezoresistive elements, and capacitors,
require that dc power or ac carriers be supplied to them, and linear differential transformer
types require an ac caTier. The self-generating types are the coil-and-magnet velocity
meter and the piezoelectric accelerometer. The velocity meter is the least demanding of
all transducers as far as circuitry is concerned. It is a current generator with an impedance
typically of a few ohms; signal lead characteristics and dress are thus of comparatively
little concern, input impedances of readout circuitry are largely a matter of academic
interest, and practically any necessary signal voltage can be supplied by appropriate
resistor networks. In spite of these advantages, the velocity meter is a poor pickup
in other respects.

The piezoelectric accelerometer, on the other hand, is a very high (capacitative)
impedance charge generator. It requires high input impedance readout circuitry t, obtain
satisfactory low-frequency performance, which, in the past. was provided by cathode-
followers, emitter.followeis, electrometer circuits, and the like. These have largely been
supplanted by the so-called charge-amplifiers and more recent operational amplifier
circuits, such as "zero-drive," Because the piezoelectric accelerometer is a charge generator,
it is desirable to keep the signal cabling to the readout circuitry as short as possible. The
capacity of the cable shunts the signal voltage (although it does help the time constant),
and, even with low noise cable, the signal generated by the moving cable becomes a
serious pioobiem when the total capacity at the input of the electronics is represented
mostly by the cable. The renuirement for short cabling frequently leads to t-e placement.
of at least some circuit eievients close to the pickup, exposed to some shock motion, or
even built into the accelerometer housing. This approach is often unsuccessful due to
inadequate shock resistance in the exposed circuitry. The charge amplifier (current
intewi'ator) is not much affected by input capacity variations and is attractive for moder-
ately long cable runs. Its problems are that the noise level is largely determined by input
capacity and that the accelerometer is oiperated in an effectively short-circuited condition,
lowering its natural frequency.

Filtration

After, in some such manner, having achieved a signal at convenient impedance and
voltage levels, it may need to be filtered for various reasons, such as removing carrier
frequency or (if the transducer is a piezoelectric accelerometer) removing the ringing con-
tribution at. its natural frequency. In the case of simple pulse shock, it should not be
necessary, nor desirable, to filter the output if the piezoelectric accelerometer has beon
selected properly. In the case of shipboard shock, it will probably be necessary to flhxr
in order to tell anything about the shock motion, and it is generally advantageous to
limit the signal bandwidth to no more than that of the primary recording system. The
filter characteristic is a matter of serious concern. It will almost invariably be of the low-
pass type, preferably direct-coupled. It is much more important that the phase shift b1
linear with frequency than that the cutoff be sharp, because nonlinear phase shift introduces
envelope distortion. This requirement applies to all clements of the measurement and
anaiysis instrumentation chain, from the transducer to the final chart.

-a
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Computation

It is most desirable to make the primary recordings at the most primitive level of
signal handling possible; i.e., when the transducer signal has been modified to the point
where the recording system can stomach the signal, it should be recorded. Each additional
component in the electronic chain is an additional source of noise, distortion, and unreli-
ability. Nevertheless, there may be occasions when it is necessary to perform some computa-
tion prior to recording. For example, it may be essential to record an accelerometer out-
put of very high dynamic range, beyond the capacity of the recording system, and yet
retain the dynamic range of the signal. In this case it would be advisable to integrate the
acceleia'`ion signal and record the resulting velocity signal.

Recording and Display

Prn.mary Records

The use of magnetic tape as the medium for primary records is now almost universal.
The frequency range of interest in shock stcudies is usually below a few kHz but extends
almost to de, making the use of FM recording mandatory. The low upper-frequency
requirement permts low-density recording (54-kHz center frequency at 60 ips) to be used,
improving dynamic lange and noise level. It is also possible te frequency-multiplex
several shock signal's onto one direct record channel, but the dynamic range limitation
and relatively high noise level often make this technique inadvisabit.

Readout Devices

For many purposes the storage oscilloscope is adequate for displaying shock wave-
forms. Shipboard shock motions last too long and have too high a frequency content
for this to be satisfactory. Streak photography is still used io some extent, but has
largely been supplanted by the string oscillograph family. Galvanometers for these
instruments are now available with a frequency capability of 10 kHz or more, and amplifiers
suitable to drive them are common. Direct print photographic papers require no process-
ing to produce a legible, though evanescent, recording. If it is feasible to play the magnetic
tape back at greatly reduced speed, the time-.. nu .ud pen .i order can be used for di splay.
Time considerations usually place this procedure in the category of desperation measures,
unless only a few records are involved.

ANALYSIS OF SHOCK MOTIONS

Shock Motion Waveforms

The waveformas of shock motions are multitudinous as are the waveform parameters
required to describe them. Ii a shock motion consists of a velocity step, there is nothing
to describe except its height; if it is not quite a step, its rise time in addition to its
height may adequately describe it. If the velocity waveform's shape during the rise time
is sufficiently complicated to require more description, it is better described by an
acceleration pulse, which (if ideal) is described by its height, duration, and shape. Since
it will rarely be ideal, additional parameters will be required to indicate the closeness
with which it approaches art ideal shape.
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Shipboard shock is another matter entirely. Descriptive parameters would include
peak value, dominant frequencies, time-to-peak value, and decay time. The variety of
waveforms is great, and the appropriate waveform parameters depend on both the nature
of the individual waveform and the intenled use of its description. The intended applica-
tion will at least partially determine which group of the waveform parameters are pertinent.

Shock Spectra

Because of the complexity of the waveforms of shock motions, it is desirable to
have a way to describe a shock motion which informs of its character but which is not
sensitive to small waveform variations. This cannot be done simply with waveform param-
eters; even a slight shift in the phasing of high-frequency components can alter a waveform
to an immense degree. One such description is provided by the shock spectrum, which
in essence describes a shock motion in terms of the results it produces, thus giving a con-
venient basis for the comparison of shock motions (1,3,4).

Definitions

The shock spectrum of- a motion may be defined as follows: Let the shock motion
be applied as the input excitation to an assembly of s.d.o.f. systems, each having a dif-
ferent natural frequency (Fig. 6). Plotting the absolute value of the maximum relative
displacement of each s.d.o.f. system against its natural frequency yields the shock spectrum
of the motion. As a convenience in plotting, the maximum relative displacements may be
scaled by natural freniencv or ifs squire, the most commonly used scaling factors beingw,
the natural circular frequency, and Wo2 /g (Fig. 7). Not only is this scaling a graphical
convenience but also the undamped shock spectra (the plot derived when the s.d.o.f.
systems are undamped) may be regarded as indicating the displacement step, velocity step,
or static acceleration (depending on whether the plot is scaled by 1,c, orCo 2 /g), which
is equivalent to the shock motion. The basis of equivalence is that a s.d.o.f. system of a
given natural frequency will undergo the same maximum relative displacement when sub-
jected to the shock motion which it would experience when subjected to a displacement
step, velqcity step, or static acceleration of magnitude equal to the value of the shock
spectrum of the shock motion at the natural frequency of the s.d.o.f. system. This is
not the case if the shock spectrum is damped. Since the shock spectrum is strongly
affected by the degree of damping of the elemental s.d.o.f. assembly, the amount of
dar•ping for which a shock. ape_,eutrum hus becen obtained should always be specified.

Fig. 6 - An array of undamped s.d.o.f. systems on a common
foundation. The shock motion is the motion of the founda-
tion x 0 .

- ~ ."".
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Fig. 7 - The shock spectrum of the foundation motion x 0
of Fig. 6. The absolute value of the largest relative displace-
ment, regardless of sign of time of occurrence, of each array
element is multiplied by its natural (radian) frequency and
plotted against the natural (radian) frequency.

There axe subspecies of shock spectra. The term shock spectrum is usually reserved
for the quantity defined above, based on the maximum relative displacement, which is
sometimes called the "overall" shock spectrum. Two more shock spectra are the positive
and negative shock spectra, based on plots of the maximum nositive relative di;-pc.....
and t he maximurn negative relative displacement, respectively, as functions of system
natural frequency. Obviously, at each frequency point the value of the shock spectrum
will coincide with one or the other of the positive and negative shock spectra; the shapes
of the three curves may be considerably different. Yet another variety of shock spectium
may be defined from the epoch of observation. If the relative displacements plotted are
those which occur while the shock motion is still in progress, the resulting shock spectra
are spoken of as "primary" or "during" shock spectra. If only the relative displacements
occurring after the shock motion has come to an end are considered, the shock spectrum
is the "residual" shock spectrum. Again, the term shock spectrum is usually accepted as
referring to maximum relative displacement, regardless of when it may occur and regardless
of its sign. To recapitulate, the varieties of shock spectra are

1. shock spectrum

2. primary shock spectrum

3. residual shock spectrum

4. positive shock spectrum

5. negative shock spectrum

6. positive primary shock spectrum

7. negative primary shock spectrum

8. positive residual shock spectrum

9. negative residual shock spectrum.

I
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F igure 8 shows the response of a typical s.d.o.f. system and the extreme which would
be plotted for the various subspecies of shock spectra. The latter two are distinct only if
the shock spectra are damped. Damped shock spectra are of relatively limited use, and
they are mote often of concein with a specific piece of equipwent than with a general
type of analysis. The shock spectra normally encountered are traditionally undamped.

(Ki-io), (1,2,4,6)

0o --- / (ni-o0ls (3,8)

0-
TIME

Fig. 8 - The relative displacement response, as a func-
tion of time, of the ith member of the array shown in
Fig. 6. The shock motion x0 starts at time to and
ends at tl; it is zero outside the range to c< t < '.
The response extrema indicated are those which would
be plotted for the various subspecies of shock spectra
listed in parentheses. The numbers refer to the list on
page 13. The first extremum (xi - xo)b is the largest
value regardless of sign or time of occurrence; the
largest value, regardless of sign, which occurs while the
shock motion xo is still in progress; the largest positive
value regardless of time of occurrent e, and tht. largest
positive value which occurs while the shock motion is
in progress. The value (xj - x 0 )1 is thus the value
plotted for shock spectra varieties 1, 2, 4, and 6. The
second extremum (xi - x0 )2 is the largest negative
value regardless of time of occurrence and also the
largest negative value occurring while the shock motion
is in progress, and accordingly is the value plotted for
shock spectra varieties 5 and 7. The third extremum
(xj - xo)a is the largest positive value and the largest
value, regardless of sign, which occurs after the shock
motion has ceased. So this value is used for shock
spectra varieties 3 and 8. The final extremum (xi -
x0)4 is the largest negative value occurring aftei the
shock motion has ceased and gives the value for the
final shock spectrum variety 9.

Descriptions of Shock Spectra

The simple pulse waveforms have some generic features of interest. Any symmetrical
pulse will have zeros in the residual spectrum at frequencies related to the reciprocal of
the pulse duration. Pulses which are mirror image:; will have identical residual spectra.
At frequencies which are low with respect to pulse duration, the shock specira of simple
pulses are relatively little affected by pulse shape. A particularly interesting simple puls¢e

is the terminal peak sawtooth, all of whose shock spectra coincide for frequencies ahbvc

the reciprocal of twice the duration (Figs. 9 through 11).

- . - a t
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"Fig. 9 - Residual and overall shock spectra of the half-sine acceleration pulse shown in the inset.
The overall spectrum is the usual shock spectrum, i.e., the maximum response regardless of when
it occurs. Sa, S, and S, are respectively acceleration, velocity, and displacement shock spectra
expressed in units of in./sec 2 , in./sec, and in. G is the acceleration expressed in units of gravity
g. T is the pulse duvation; f is frequency. If the pulse length is 0.006 sec and the amplitude

is 200 g, for a frequency of 100 Hz (Tf = 0.6) the overall shock spectral values of S., Sv, and

Sd are 340 g, 200 in./sec, and 0.32 in. respectively.

.19. 0._0 '--- / SPECTRUM

?W5 MX< --- OVERALL
s 00 1 0I

"" 50 SYMMETRICAL TRIANGULAR PULSE Gg

ILL•.001 .01 ., E 1
STf ~RESIDUAL SPECI,

GOES TO ZERO AT "I

Fig. 10 - Shock spectra of a symmetrical triangular acceleiation pulse
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Fig. 11 - Shock spectra of a sawtooth acceleration pulse

The more complex waveforms such as shipboard shock, have more complex spectra
(idealized in Fig. 12) which can generally be regarded as consisting of four frequency
domains:

1. At very high frequencies, the spectrum value becomes equal to the maximum
value of acceleration of the shock motion.

2. At lower frequencies, the spectrum will have peaks and valleys indicating response
to dominant frequencies associated with the shock motions and may have values much
greater than those of the actual motions.

3. At still lower frequencies, the shock motion will be in effect a simple change in
velocity, and the spectral value will be that of the velocity change.

4. Finally, at very low frequencies, the value of the shock spectrum becomes equal

to the maximum dijnlacpmpnt inlnl,ed Ain the shock, motion.

Analysis Instrumnentation Systems

Data reduction with self-recording pickups, such as the reed gage or putty gage,
requires the reading of often barely detectable markings by means of a traveling micro-
scope or a dial gage. This procedure is time consuming and laborious, and the errors
can be large. The information derived from such pickups is primarily related to the sLock
spectrum, the reed gage in fact being the embodiment of the definition. Unfortun,.tely,
the reed gage has less than ideal characteristics. Its cantilevers ("reeds") are really not
s.d.o.f. systems, their deflections often are not recorded properly due to coijisions and
other mishaps, and most importantly, the frequency range is n-l, covered adequately.
The self-recording pickups are generally making un- wilamented departure except for
special applications. The modem procc.duire is to do some preliminary analysis at the
test site (sometimes a very cotplEte analysis) and to perform any additional analysis,
partic.4.c.rly that invulving large volumes of data, at a large digital data processing facility.

I
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Fig. 12 - An idea!ized ehock rpectunui piorred on tour-coordinate graph
paper. System natural frequency (Frequency) is plotted along the abscissa,
and maximum relative deflection multiplied by radian frequency (Velocity)
is plotted along the ordinate. Lines of constant maximum relative deflection
(Displacement) rise from left to right, and lines of constant product of maxi-
mum relative deflection and radian frequency squared (Acceleration) ful from
left to right, Scale factors are usually chosen so that the units of these are
hertz, in./sec, in., and g respectively, The hypothetical shock spectrum shown
illustrates the four basic frequency domains. At high frequency, the shock

speetrum value is equal to the highest acceleration contained in the input
motion. At somewhat lower frequencies the shock spectrum value reflects
resonant reactions to the input motion. At still lower frequencies the shock
spectrum value is the value of the velocity change associated with the input
motion, and at the lowest frequencies the shock spectrum value is equal to

the. .m m . .-. involved in the input motion.

The on-site analysis equipment may often be analog since extreme accuracy is probably

less important than pictorial output. It may include amplifiers, filters, inttegrators, dif-

ferentiators, summing amplifiers, harmonic analyzers, shock spectrum analyzers, and graphic
recorders. The most recent trend is to replace this ensemble of dedicated analog devices
by an analog-digital converter, a small digital computer, and a graphic recorder, a com-
bination which can perform any analysis function. The saving in hardware can be sub-
stantial, and the elimination of the need to input the signal to many individual analyzing
instruments can yield even greater saving in time and effort.

.. ..... . IS| | $1 I l I|II I It I ...I
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3SHOCK RESPONSE OF STRUC'URES

Dynamical Properties of Structures

The problem of describing the dynamic behavior of a real structure is extremely
complicated. Even structures with as few as three degrees of freedom must be analyzed
as somewhat special cases, in the sense that some of the structural coefficients must be
assigned specific values or ranges of values. As the number of degrees of freedom incleases,
numerical procedures become mandatory, and shipboard equipments can be exceedingly
complex structures. In practical cases, it is almost universal policy to make the assumption
that the structure is linear, that it can be described by a lumped-constant model (i.e., an
assemblage of properly chosen ideal springs and pure masses), and that it is essentially
undamped. Variations on this theme may be undertaken at times, but not to any great
degree; a few elastic elements may be assumed nonlinear, for example, or structural
components in a restricted area be subject to damping. The computational requirements
soon become prohibitive.

Normal Modes

A linear, lumped-constant structure has a number of natural frequencies equal to its
number of degrees of freedom. Each natural frequency is a property of the entire stiucture,
but the individual components of the structure will participate in motions at some fre-
quencies more than at others. Each mode of vibration of the structure thus is characterized
by a natural frequency and a mode shape, a configxuration shouw,,ig the degree to -which
each structural component participates in the motion of the whole. The natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes are the eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions of the characteristic
equation of the structure (1,5,6).

There are several numerical methods for the solution of characteristic equations; one
of the more useful is the Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. This method requires that
the influence coefficients of the structure be calculated. This calculation may be made by
applying a force at a measurement point of the structure and noting the motion at all of
the measurement points; this provides one row of the influence coefficient matrix. Apply-
ing the forces at all of the measurement points completes the matrix. Since reciprocity
applies to structures of the type hypothesized, the influence coefficient matrix must be
symmetric, simplifying the calculation. The influence coefficient matrix is post-multiplied
by the mass matrix to provide the dynamical matrix of the structure. A set of displace-
ments representing the first mode shape is assumed, and the structure's equation of
motion (D - (l,1w 2 ) I) {q) = 0 solved. The resulting column is then used as the second trial
column, and the iteration proceeds until the modal _:olumn produced coincides with the
trial column to the desired degree of closeness. The second mode may he found similarly
by adding the constraint that the modal column must be orthogonal to the first. This in
effect postmultiplies the dynamical matiix by a "sweeping matrix" which sweeps out the
first mode contributions (7). Th,, third mode is constrained to be orthogonal to the first
two, mad so forth. The process is continued until it is considered that the higher-mode
contributions are negligible. This method typically loses one significant figure per mode,
so that numbers become impressively long if many modes must be retained.

Application of normal mode analysis permits the response of a structure to a known
input motion to be calculated. The procedure allows the structure to be decomposed
into an assembly of uncoupled s.d.o.f. systems whose responses may be calculated and
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reassembled by a formula allowing for modal masses and participation factors to provide
the net motions of each inertial element of the model. For many applications it may be
sufficient to calculate just the modal responses,

Mechanical Impedance

Calculation of the dynamic properties of a structure by the normal mode or similar
methods often involves idealizing the structure into a lumped-constant model. The most
critical step of any dynamic analysis method (or, to a lesser degree, static analysis) lies
in the selection of the model. This process has no sure procedure - general guidelines
exist, but the greatest reliance is on the experience and intuition of the individual deriving
the model. In practical cases, where structures may be extremely complex, it is often
necessary to perform experimental measurements even to tell what the structure is. Com-
plete reliance on blueprints can lead to some nasty surprises.

One promising method for the experimental study of structures relies on the concept
of mechanical impedance. By analogy to the theory of electrical multiport networks, the
mechanical impedance matrix of a structure may be defined as the matrix of coefficients
relating driving forces tc resulting velocities, evidently a close relative of the influence
coefficient matrix. Most commonly, the velocity is measured at the same point to which
the force is applied, and the complex ratio of force to velocity is called the driving point
impedance. For a simple structure, the plot of driving point impedance vs frequency may
be divided into three regions. At high frequencies, the structure is predominantly spring-
like, and the impedance declines with increasing frequency; at low frequencies, the structure
is masslike, and the impedance increases with frequency; at intermediate frequencies the
impedance has paaks and valleys due to the resonant responses of the structure (Fig. 13).
Suppose that the structure consists of a set of masses and springs and that the driving
point impedance is measured at one of the masses. Its response will null at the fixed-base
natural frequencies of the substructures connecting to it, and so the driving point impedance
will peak at these frequencies. By measuring impedances at each mass of the structure,
the natural frequencies of all of the substructures may be determined (in principle) and
the fixed-base natural frequences of the structure as a whole may be calculated. In practice
this may be exceedingly difficult to do since practical structures rarely resemble clear-cut
mass-spring assemblies, and accessiLility to many of the masses is usually poor.

Cullilliluly ile u 4UU I5WUICm jui= r anu txArUtOatbttJL, km1as-JLAdAlt u't"'ha

obtained via mvitiplication of the force/acceleration ratio by circular frequency. Trans-
ducers for both measured quantities are incorporated in an "impedance head," which is
connected between the driving point on the structure and the electromagnetic shaker

which provides the driving force. These transducers are usually,piezoelectric, and subject
to the same foibles mentioned previously. In addition, the technique for measuring
impedance has its own pitfalls.

...... .....
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Fig. 13 -- Driving-point impedance of a test. structure. Lines of constant weight
slope upward from left to right', lines of constant stiffn •s slope downward. The
test structure is strongly springlike above 100 Hz, more or less masslike below 40

Hz, and mixed in-between.I

It is possible that the measurement procedure itself can impose an abnormal con-
straint, so that the structure during rieasurement differs from the natural structure.* The
mechanical linkage of the driving and measuring apparatus to the structure must be caro-
fully considered. Alignment is very critical. Since it is impractical to apply great driving
forces, it is necessary to measure some very small accelerations, and noise (electrical and

*Apart from experimental mishap6, the nature of the measured parameter may be such that the measure-
ment procedure requires abnormal contraints to be imposed. For example, to measure the impedance
matrix Z (where F = ZV) directly req,,ires that a velocity be applied to one of the meanurement points,
the velocities at all other measurement points be held to zero, and the forces present at each measure-
merit point determined. This gives one row of coefficients in the impedance matrix; the procedure is
repeated for each measurement point. Due largely to the experimenta) difficulty and messy bookkeeping
requirements the direct measurement approach is rarely used. It is much simpler, both in theory and
in application, tc measure the mobility matrix M (where V = MF) and invert. To measure mobility, a
force is applied to a measurement point and the resulting vwlocities measured at all of the measurement

points. No additional constraints are imposed on the structure.

2I
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mechanical) is a problem. To cap it off, the impedance plot may be so complicated as
to baffle even an experienced interpreter. It is not surprising, therefore, that different
investigators will frequently reach different conclusions about the dynamic properties of
the same structure. Nonetheless, these difficulties are gradually being overcome. Instru-
mentation is being improved, and guidelines for experimental procedures are being
established.

Fixed-Base Response of Structures

The natural frequencies usually calculated by the normal mode theory are the struc-
ture's "fixed-base" natural frequencies, which imply that the body to which the structure
is attached and which furnishes its input motions is of such a nature that its motions are
entirely unaffected by whatever the structure may do. When the motion input to the
structure is a shock motion, the relative displacements of the structural elements will
correspond to the shock spectrum, each normal mode behaving like a s.d.o.f. system having
the same natural frequency as the mode. The maximum relative deflection associated
with the _xcited mode shape as compared to the rest configuration will be as indicated by
the shock spectrum. T'he motions of the individual structural elements will be determined
by the participation factors and the relevant influence coefficients, and there need be no
individual structural elements which actually attain the values given by the shock spectrum.

The structure's modal response will be characterized by a high-frequency region where
the peak response acceleration is the maximum acceleration in the input motion, a low-
frequency region where the peak response displacement i.; the maimum displacement of
the input motion, a lower-iirmediate region where the peak response velocity is the
velocity change of the input motion, and a higher.intermediate range in which the modal
response is of a resonant character. It is clear that amplification of motion can occur
only when a resonant type of response takes place, and so the structural response will be
dominated by the energy content of the input motion at the structure's fixed-base natural
frequencies.

All modes are excited by the shock motion, but each has a characteristic propagation
time. At different times, therefore, different modes may dominate the structural response.
There may also be considerable flow of energy between modes. If two modes, for example,
have natural frequencies fairly close together, and one is excited (in some improbable
manner) but not the other, its motion will decreaoc whie. L, at of the other builds up.
The magnitude of this effect and the rapidity with which it takes place are again functions
of the participation factors and influence coefficients involved.

Resilient Mountings

Shipboard equipments, particularly those of a fragile nature, are sometimes mounted
on resilient elements to mi'igate the deleterious effects of motion of the ship's structure.
These elements may be called "vibration isolators" or "shock mounts" depending on
which aspect of the shipboard environment they are intended to ease. As its name in-
dicates, the aim of the rijuration isolator is to afford the equipment a relatively seismic
suspeusion, and isolators are chosen to yield a natural frequency for the equipment -
isolator combination, which is low compared to shipboard vibration. A wide variety of
isolators are available, and an extensive repertoire of techniques exists for selecting and

, II II i 111 11 I I[
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using them under any imaginable circumstance. This leads tQ a pitfall in shock resistance.
A seismic system subjected to shock must be capable of large relative displacements, dis-
placements which approximate the absolute displacements of the ship. If the isolator
cannot accommodate such displacements, it will bottom, and the resulting shock input to
the equipment may well be more severe than that it would receive if attached directly to
the ship. If the isolator can provide the displacement, appropriate clearances must be
provided for the equipment to prevent collisions with neighboring equipments and struc-
tures. In extreme cases, it may be necessary to furnish the equipment with a saddle to
enable the operator to maintain contact with it.

The shock mount is not intended to minimize the equipment's motion but to limit
the magnitude of impulsive forces transmitted to it. It is consequently required to have
some capacity for energy storage but need not provide very low suspension frequencies.
As is the case with vibration isolators, there are many varieties of shock mounts available,
but the selection procedure is less well systematized due to the less well-defined nature
of the term shock. Usually, the selection procedure produces a suspension frequency of
about 20 Hz or so, which is well situated to give problems from the normal shipboard
vibration environment (5 to 33 Hz).

If the mass of the resilient mount and its hardware is negligible, the effect of its

addition to the equipment from the point of view of structural analysis is to add a relatively
soft spring between the equipment and its mounting structure. If this mass is not negligible,
and it frequently is not, it may have the effect of converting the equipment into a vibra-
tion absorber for the mount I

All in all, resiliei't mnunts are a mixed b:2ssing at best and should be resort ed to hi
extremir. With proper design and careful attention to desigi, giuidelines, it i., pssibie to
keep the natural frequencies of most equ,.pmen t above about 3S Hz, and th.-ey can probably
ride things out without assistance.

Shipboard equipments are Irequently cl'ahsified az "rigid-mounted" or "fk Xibly
mounted" when their! mounting frequencies lie, above 15 to 20 Hz or below 5 to 10 Hz,
respectively. The intermediate range is sparsely populated.

Effects of Interactions

Foundation impedance

In actuality the motions of the foundation to which the structfure i- attached will be

affected by the montions of the structure. This may be due to the effective masses of
structure and toundation being comparable fo, sore •a(udes or to flexibility in the founda-
tion. In either event a portion of the foundation in effect joins with the structure to
form an extended strisctAn'c with different response characteristi(s (Fig. 14). Nevertheless,
ttie structure's response will still be strongly affected by the components of the motion
at its mounting points which have frequencies in the vicinity of its fixed-base natural
frequencies. The effects of foundation flexibility may include geometrical ones, such as
changes in mounting dimensions, but the principaleffect will be one analogous to the
addition of shock mounts, viz, to limit high-frequency components of the motion and
enhance low-frequency components. As a rule, the effect of foundation impedance will
be as if the structure were mounfted to a finite reaction mass. Particularly for large,
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Fig. 14a - A simple equipment item on a
fixed-base foundation m X1

IX

Fig. 14b - The same item on a reactive foundation,
such as its actual shipboard instaiHation

M1 1

kf 2

F~t)

massive structures, the effective reaction mass may become small enough for the structure
to act as a vibration absorber. Obviously any physically realizable object must have a
finite impedance. The decision of what is structure and what is foundation may become
an arbitrary one based on how much calculation is justified or reasonable.

Shock Spectrum Dip

If the response motions of the structure affect the motion of the foundation, they
must affect the shock spectrum measured at the foundation (9,10). Since the components
of the foundation motion at the structure's natural frequencies are the ones which determine
its response, they are soaked up by the structure due to the vibration absorber effect.
Therefore, little motion will be present at these frequencies in the foundation motion or
its shock spectrum. Evidently the most important frequencies with regard to structural
response are those associated with the dips in the shock spectrum (more precisely, the
minima of the residual shock spectrum). For this reason shock tests based on spectral
envelopes may be unduly severe.
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Energy Transfer

Just as energy may flow between modes of a structure, it may aiso flow between
structures on a common foundation of finite impedance. The response motions of each
structure will be coinled into the other by reaction to the foundation. The details of the
phenomenon will depend on the participation factors and influence coefficients of the
extended structure (structure .1-foundation-structure 2) and the relation of the natural
frequencies of the two structures (11,12). The study of structural response to shipboard
shock motions can be complicated to any degree desired.

LABORATORY SIMULATION OF SHOCK
ENVIRONMENTS

In view of the problems of shock theory, it is highly desirable to maintain an experi-
meintal program in which structures can be exposed to shock motions of known charac-
teristics. If the shock motions are simple, the response characteristics may peri:ait critical
structural parameters to be evaluated. If the shock motions duplicate those to which the
structure will be exposed in service, the response of the structure will indicate suitability
for its intended service.

The study of shipboard shock is a field which exists for one purpose: to assure that
essential Navy shipboard equipments will operate safely and reliably in combat. An
obvious way to generate shock motions for experiments and acceptance tests for this
purpose is to blow up a ship. Although done cccasionally, this method is far too expensive
and inconvenient to become a regular procedure. It is necessary to be able to generate
shock motions of a controllable, or at least known, nature in the laboratory.

Equivalence Criteria

Two basic types of shock machines are widely used. One type (exemplified by the

drop tester in Fig. 15) presents a high foundation impedance to its test packages and
generates simple acceleration pulses, such as half-sine, sawtooth, and rectangular. The
waveform parameters of these pulses can easily he mensured •• th a high d"egre of pre-
cision and they constitute well-known excitation inputs of shapes which simplify the
computations involved in extracting structural parameters of the test package from its
measured response motions. Shock pulses of this type are also useful for providing
arbitrary test environments. If the service environment is unknown or widely variable,
this type of shock motion can be a useful acceptance test environment (13,14).

The other major type of shock machine endeavors to approximate the actual service.
shock environment. The Navy HI Class Shock Machines are of this type and generate
complex shock motion waveforms similar to those of shipboard shock. With complex
waveforms it is more difficult to decide when shock motions are similar, and the problem
is complicated further by the fact that the response of equipments to the shock motions
is of more concern than the motions themsel",?s. For acceptance testing, shock motions
are regarded as equivalent if tirmjy cause the samr.Ž damage in equipments subjected to them.
For purposes of design-? and prediotiorv, it is necessary to know what parameters of the
shock motions are criticaJ to equipinocnt response, what their values are, and how they
are related.
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Fig, i-- A large drtip tester of 400-lb load capacity Shock machines of this type pre-

sent a high impedance to the test package and generate simple acceleration pulse wave-
forms• by dropping the tes.t table with the teat package fastened to it on appropriate
impact moderating devices.
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Wave form Parameters

Establishing the equivalence of shock motions having simple pulse waveforms is simply
a matter of determining the pulse form and the allowable deviations from it. Any shock
mnotions whose motion-time curves lie within the band of values so specified would be
considered equivalent. The same sort of thing can be done for the more complehv waveforms:
a shock motion can be defined as a standard and permissible deviation limits defined.
Obviously, this process is unreasonable from several aspects. First, The instrumentation
systems which provide the motion-time curves may be different. A slight difference in
frequency response or slight nonlinear phase shift at hlgh frequencies is sufficient to render
two recordings of the same waveform completely unrecognizable. Second, the high-
frequency components of a motion may well represent local oscillations of small amplitude
which do not propagate to any extent and are beyond the range of frequencies to which
any practical atructure can respond. Third, the response of a structure, which is really
the primary concern, is determined largely by the components of the shock motion at

its fixed-baý, natural frequencies, and other features of the waveform may be mostly
irrelevant from this regard.

Despite these objections, it is sometimes possible to establish equivalence of the basis
of waveform comparison. The first complaint can be alleviated by standardizing instru-
mentation systems, which has been done in a sense for the simple pulse shock machines.
There thescharacteristics of the instrumentation system used to establish the pulse wave-
form parameters are specified in some detail. This approach would be of limited value
in the study of shipboard shock because so much of the data available huve been gatherleed
by fhany groups over several years with instruments representing the phylogeny of the

genus. Since it is rational to restrict the frequency content to some sensible range, the
second problem can he solved by doing so. Restriction should not apply to the simple
pulse shock motions, though, since the placing of frequencies involved in these waveforms
is such that t, 1igh,-g-frequency components are an important factor in the pulse makeup.
The third probieA, is xn-anirnized concuriently with the second,

The conclusion remains that a waveform specification is an unsatisfactory method
for comparing shipboard-type shock waveforms in general. There are special cases when
general comparisons can be mnade, and they may be as simple as requiring only that peak
velociti.e and dominan FPri1...ncifW shqll he comparable.

Shock Spectrum Envelope

A more reasonable way to compare shock motions is by means of the shock spectra.
If a shock motion has a certain shock spectrum and permissible deviations can be specified,
it is possible to compare others to it in the same way as proposed for waveforms. The
advantages are that now the emphasis is placed on response to the hock motion rather
than on fine details of its waveform -- two waveforms may look •ry different yet lead
to the same peak relative deflections at frequencies of significancy. Also, it is possible
to compare a shock motion with a group of shock motions; a gybup of shock motions
may each have a shock spectrum very different from that of tVb one to which they are
compared, but if the envelope of all their shock spectra are cc/mparable to it, then the
group of sbock motions may be considered equivalent to theone. Unfoitunately, this
procedure tacitly assumes that all shock spectra are obtained from infinite foundation
impedances (remember shock spectrum dip). If in fact sorne or all of the shock spectra
were obtained from foundations which were affected by structure reaction, envelope com-
parisons can be very misleading.

/
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Shock Spectrum Minima

Where structure-foundation interactions are significant, the critical points of the shock
spectrum tend to lie away from the peaks (15), as shown in Fig. 16. If the shock spectral
values are read off at the structure's fixed-base natural frequencies, it is possible in principle
to calculate the effective mass ratios fo' the various modes and compensate for differences
in foundation impedance. The effects of other structures on the same foundation may also
be compensated for to an extent.

Foundation Impedance

hi many shipboard installations the structure-foundation combination forms a relatively
low-frequency system and the initial energy input to the system is accomplished in such
a short time that it is the impulse of the primary excitation which matters, rather than
its waveform. In this case, instead of examining the motion of the foundation-structure
interface, an 'equivalent shock motion can be developed by attaching the structure to a
foundation having the same impedance as its service foundation, suddenly feeding in an
appropriate amount of energy to the system and allowing the structure and foundation
to sort things out to suit themselves. As may be imagined, the practical difficulties of
duplicating a foundation impedance may be formidable. This is, nonetheless, the principle
on which the Navy HI Class Shock Machines operate.

Shock Test Specification

A shock test may be specified in several ways. It may be required that the shock
motion input have a certain arbitrary waveform selected for mathematical tractability,
as with the simple pulse shock machines. It may be required that the input shock motion
possess a certain ,ock spectrum, which may also be arbitrary, or possibly derived from
measured service environments. It may be required that the shock motion's shock spectrum
have certain values at critical frequencies, also derived from measured service environments.
Finally, it may be required that an appropriate foundation impedance be provided and that
a certain energy be input to the structure-foundation system. The shipboard shock test
procedure of MIL-S-901 follows the last tack implicitly, by specifying a shock test machine,
a mounting arrangement, and art operating procedure. The primary criterion used for
setting these specified items is production of the -arne damagv to the test equipment by
the shock test as by the service environment. The secondary criterion is generality of
the shock test, by that an equipment which passes the shock test may be placed at any
location on any ship with confidence that it will survive the service environment. There
are some classes of equipment to which this specification is not applied and for which
specifications of a different type are authorized. In such cases it is sometimes possible
to use the same machine but to vary the mounting arrangement and operating procedure
to provide the specified shock test.

Shock Test Machine

The shock test machine specified by MIL-S -901 may be one of three depending on the
weight of the equipment to be tested. If the weight is less than 250 lb, the Navy H-igh-
Impact Shock Machine for Lightweight Equipment (LWSM) iL applicable; if between 250
and 6000 lb, the Navy High-Impact Shock Machine for Mediumweight Equipment (MWSM)
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Fig. 16 - Maximum and minimum envelope oi shock spectra of shock machine for
medium-weight equipment with load as shown in inset. The beam lengths were varied,
but the total mass on the table remained constant. The points represent the values
of shock spectra which would be required to compute the vulues of stress measured
in the beam.
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is to be used; and if between 6,000 and 30,000 or 40,000 lb, the Navy Floating Shock
Platform (FSP) is required. Items weighing between 250 and 400 lb may be tested on
either the LWSM or MWSM, but the test report must indicate which. The initial FSP is
somewhat shorter than the later models and has a maximum load rating of 30,000 lb
compared to 40,000 lb for the longer ones. Items of up to 60,000 may be tested on the
FSP if the center of gravity is not too high. Plans are in progress for the construction
of the Large FSP, with a nominal load capacity of 320,000 lb. Until this device is com-
pleted, items too heavy or too large for the Navy's family of shock machines must rely
on calculations by some method of dynamic analysis, such as the Dynamic Design Analysis
Method (DDAM) (7).

These machines are completely different in geometry and construction; their mount-
ing arrangements and operating procedixrcs ".:xe also different. In general, the preferred
procedure is to test entire assemblies as a unit on the appropriate machine. Where this
is not feasible, as in a sonar system which may consist of 50 cabinets of electronics and
numerous hydrophone domes, the subsidiary equipments may be tested individually on
whichever machine is appropriate.

Since specified shock tests are mandatory, designing equipments to pass the test will
inevitably come to be an end in itself. However many of the characteristics of shipboard
shock the test machine may reproduce, there will still be some which it does not, simply
because a test machine is not a ship. Designing around the shock test is not objectionable,
since this indeed is what is supposed to be done, but taking advantage of characteristics
peculiar to the shock machine to mitigate shock levels in ways which cma be tolerated on
the test machine but which cannot be tolerated on shipboard. For example, suppose an
equipment is designed with a bottom structure of very soft foam rubber, permitting
relative motion between the equipment proper and its rnuunting feet of, for example,
4 in. This item then would pass a test on the MWSM easily, even on the anvil table,
since the maximum displacement of the MWSM is 3 in. If this same equipment were placed
on board ship, where shock may mean gross ship motions of feet, it would likely be
reduced to scrap metal when the first shot was fired.

Things like this have been known to happen, alLhough in less blatant form. In-
experienced designers frequently show an exaggerated enthusiasm for shock mounts and
*ýmto .. G'.a.'.". and, 1-Kvt le. i-ajJLcILtd o,,Va may JcLU1LL so) Inten orf 'SAX LA iatailts of

the test that they forget its purpose. To overcome this potential problem, practices are
discouraged or forbidden that are clearly incompatible with shipboard conditions, even
though they may enable an equipment to pass the shock test. Sometimes a special shock
test has to be designed to simulate different aspects of shipboard shock than those simulated
by the normal specification test.

Test Equipment Mounting Arrangement

In shock testing to specified waveforms or spectra, the foundation impedance pre-
sented to the test package by the shuck machine and fixtures is kept as high as possible.
When operated as specified, the HI Class Shock Machines are used with a mounting
arrangement for the test package which provides it with a foundation impedance approxi-
mating that of its service installation. This is done by introducing compliant members
into the mounting structure, as in the LWSM and MWSM, or by duplicating the service
installation, as in the FSP. In all cases, it is required that the test package be attached
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to the shock machine in the same way that it is attached to the ship, or as nearly as
possible.

Shock Machine Operating Procedure

If the shock test is of the specified waveform or specified spectrum type, the shock
motion input may be generated by dropping the mounting table and test item onto a
suitable impacting surface, by feeding a suitable electrical signal into the drive amplifier
of an electrodynamic shaker, or by rapidly applying high pressure to a hydraulic drive
cylinder. The operating procedure for the III shock machines is merely to introduce a
specified quantity of energy into the test equipment-shock machine system in a time short
with respect to the system's natural frequency. In the LWSM and the MWSM this is done
by raising an impacting hammer to a specified height and in the FSP by detonating a
charge of specified size at a specified depth and at a specified distance from and orientation
to the FSP. The specification does not require that any particular waveform or spectrum
be produced, nor that the one which is produced be known. (These may, of course, be
required in those special cases for which shock test procedures other than that of MIL-S-901
are applied.) A specification shock test requires several such blows, The earlier ones are
less sevyere than the later and serve an exploratory function. The condition of the test
package and shock machine should be identical for each of the individual blows. After
each blow, therefore, any mounting bolts and nuts which may have loosened should be
retightonýd.

Test Equipment Performance

The performance required of the equipment being tested is a function of the importance
of the equipment to the effeccive operation of the ship. The requirement may be no
more than that the equipment or parts thereof shall not take flight or otherwise prove a

hazard to personnel, or it may be that the equipment shall perform its function without
any interruption, or anywhere between. Specification MIL-S-901 separates shipboard
equipments into two grades:

Grade A - Grade A items are machinery, equipment, and systems essential for the
safety and continued combat capability of the ship. The design shall be suitable to with-
stand shock loadings without significant effect on performance and without any portion
of the equipment coming adrift or otherwise creating a hazard to personnel or vital
systems.

Grade B - Grade B items are machinery, equipment, and systems not required for
the safety or continued combat capability of the ship. The design shall be suitable to
withstand shock loadings without the equipment or any external portion of the equipment
coming adrift or otherwise creating a hazard to personnel or vital systems.

Standardization of Shock Machines

A desirable result of specifying test machines, mounting arrangements, and operating
procedures is that a fair amount of test standardization comes about naturally. This is
of great importance for two major reasons. First, standardization assures adequacy of a
shock test regardless of at which shock testing facility the test is performed. Second,
consistency in the severity of the shock environment generated by identical conditions on
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different machines, and by identical conditions on the same machine at different times,
allows the severity of the shock test to be reduced without loss of adequacy. The shock
resistance of equipments, like all else, is not an absolutely fixed quantity but varies fromi
equipment to equipment according to some distribution law. The shock test severity
must he set high enough to reduce the number of equipments which pass the shock test
but fail in service to some acceptable fraction. Shock test severity also has some distri-
buticn due to variation between test machines and procedures and variation between
performance of any individual machine at different times. The percentage of equipments
which pass the shock test but fail in service is then given by the overlap of the two dis-

tributions. If this area of overlap is held constant, the mean value of the shock test
severity distribution is much less when the distribution is narrow, representing consistency,
than when it is broad (Fig. 17). Consistency is thus a highly desirable attribute in a
shock machine.
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Fig. 17 - Distribution A represents the shock environment found aboard ship; distributions B and C
represents the shock environments developed by two shock testing machines. Ideally, the shock
severity used for design and acceptance testing should be above any level found in the field: the
service failure rate of tested equipments would then be zero. In fact, it is not practical to do this
but to accept a certain failure rate related to the probability that the test level will be exceeded by
the service level. This possibility is represented in the figure by the cross-hatched region of overlap
between distributions A and B. Note that when distribution C, representing a more consistent
machine than that for B, is arranged to yield the sam3 area of overlap, hence the same service failurv
rate, the average test severity is substantially lower than that for distribution B. Consistency is a
highly desirable attribute in a shock machine.

In general, the shock motions generated by shock machines under some standard

conditions should not vary more than 5% for frequencies under 200 Hz unless they
undergo some plastic deformation of parts. Some plastic deformation does occur in the
structures of the LWSM and FSP when operated at maximum severity. It does not occur
in the MWSM (except for some slight bending of the mounting channels), which uses
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hardened impacting surfaces. Considerable variation may be expected in shock spectra
peak values since these are largely determined by damping losses. Damping arises from
the relative motion of structural parts and strongly depends on bolt tightness and friction
between mating surfaces.

THE NAVY HIGH-IMPACT SHOCK MACHINE FOR

LIGHTWEIGIHT EQUIPMENT

History

The ancestral LWSM was assembled in Britain in 19,9, purportedly out of parts
selected from the local junk yard (16). Its success in predicting shock performance of
shipboard equipments soon attracted the interest of the U.S. Navy, which had a modified
version built by General Electric Corporation in 1940. Further modifications have been
made as the need for them has been revealed by use and as the increasing number of
machines made standardization necessary (17), The major structural modifications to
date have been installation cf hammers with spherical impacting surfaces, to increase the
lateral arm stiffness of the swiging hammer, standardization of the anvil travel at 1.5
inches to position stops, and replacement of the original leaf springs by coil springs and
most recently by coil springs with closed and ground ends. The major operational changes
have been to reduce the normal maximum load rating fr,-m 400 lb to 250 lb (when the
MWSM was introduced) and to specify swinging hammer drop heights in feet of vertical
rise rather than degrees of inclination. Other substantial modifications have been m.ade
to some machines for special applications. Since these machines no longer conform with
the specified structure of the LWSM, they should probably be renamed.

Description (18).

The LWSM in Fig. 18 consists of a welded framework of standard steel structural
sections; two hammers, one swinging in a vertical arc and the other dropping vertically;
an electric hoist by which either may be raised; and an anvil plate which can be turned
to Present ...... , Its back or itsside edge to the swinging hamrnmer. This combination of

two hammers and two anvil-plate orientations permits a test item to be subjected to shock
along three orthogonal axes without remounting. Remounting would usually be simpler
than rotating the anvil plate. Each hammer weighs 400 lb and can be raised to a vertical
height of 5 ft above its impact position for a maximum energy input capability of 2000 ft-lb.

The anvil plate is a steel plate measuring 34 X 48 X 5/8 inches, reinforced by steel
I-beams welded to its back surface. Steel impact pads are welded to its top and side edges
and over the stiffeners at the center of its back surface. For back and top blows the
anvil plate is positioned across the main frame and rests on two enclosed coil springs.
It, is attached to the main frame by a set of iour through bolts, each with a pair of springs,
one of which is active (in compression) dining the initial forward motion of a back blow
and the other during the motion backward past the rest position later in the blow. These
are called the "forward" and "rebound" springs respectively. The four through bolts pass
through slots in the anvil plate with washers and spacers to permit free motion for top
blows, where only the enclosed springs on which the anvil plate rests are active. For edge
blows the anvil plate is rotated 90' about a vertical axis and :s su'ported by rollers bearing
on tracks above and below it. It is positioned along these tracks by two bolts, each with
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Fig. 18 - Thie Navy High-Impact Shock Machine for Lightweight Equipment. The LWSM ir
shown with the anvil plate oriented for edge blows, For back and top blows the anvil plate is
rotated 900 and attached to the LWSM frame so as to present its back to the swinging hammer.

a pair of springs, attached to its forward edge, and is struck on the impact pad at its rear
edge by the swinging hammer. In all directions, forward springs are furnished with limit
stops which bottom after 1.5 inches of forward motion. The rebound springs for back
and edge blows, which are much stiffer than the forward springs, are also fitted with Limit
stops, but these springs reach their solid height after about 0.4 inch of displacement,
before the stops axe reoiched. There are no rebound spriiugs for top blows, the travel
being limited by a captive bolt.
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The forward motion for back and edge blows is set to 1.5 inches by adjustment of
the through bolts, precompressing both the forward and rebound springs. When the anvil
table starts forward, both springs act for about the first 0.1 inch of travel, at which time
the rebound spring reaches its free height. The effective force-deflection curve for the
anvil plate is thus bi linear (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19 - Force-deflection curves for the springs
acting for back blows

Mounting Arrangements

The flexibility necessary to produce the desirect foundatio-i impedance is introduced

by the 4A plate and the shelf plate specified by MIL-S-901. Th,' 4A plate (Fig. 20) is
a steel plate 27 X 34 X 1/2 inches used fý,. bulkhead-mounted equipments; its name is
derived from the number of its illustration in an early shock test specification. The shelf

plate (Fig. 21) is used for platform-mounted equipment and resembles the 4A plate with
a reir .orced shelf added to the bottom. Both plates are attached to the anvil table with
reinforced 4-inch car-building channels as separators along their vertical edges. Test items
are bolted to the mounting plates by drilling holes in appropriate places - when the holes
become too numerous, the plates are replaced. For some types of equipment, such as
cirtcuit breakers, other mounting plates are specified in addition to the 4A or shelf plates.
These are described in the shock test specification.
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Fig. 20 - Calibration load of 389 lb mounted on the 4A plate in

the'vertical orientation. For the horizontal mounting orientation

the load structure was rotated 900 about its thickness axis. Two

of the four mounting holes uacd for the horizontal orientation

are visible to the right of the load structure. The arrangement

shown is for back blows.
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Fig. 21 Calibration load of 57 lb mounted on the shelf plate;
the arrangement is for top blows

Operating Procedure

The shock test specification requires that when the test item has been attached to
the LWSM appropriately it shall be subjected to blows of 1-, 3-, and 5-foot hammer drops
(in that order) in each of the three operating Orientations - .ack., top, id . dge. The
order in which these orientations are to be tested is not specified nor is it r.equired that
tests be performed with the shock motion aligned in each direction along each axis.
Mounting bolts and nuts are checked after each blow and retightened as necessary. The
test item is also checked after each blow for conformance to whatever performance require-
merit has been set for it. The test proceeds until the test item is judged to fail, either
for inadequate performance or structural collapse, or until the full series of nine blows j
has been completed. ,

An essential part of the operating procedure is maintaining the LWSM in the specified
condition. This machine does deform plastically in use with associated changes in shock
characteristics. It is required that the LWSM be inspected regularly to detect and repair
cracked welds (which are generally found in the anvil-plate structure) and to replace the
impact pads when their deformation becomes pronounced. Deformation is considered
excessive when it results in a separation greater than 1 inch of the center of the impact

pad from a chord extended from its ends,

L
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Calibration of Shock Outputs (19-21)

As experience with the LWSM grew, the need for information about its output motion
became apparent. The design information that can be derived from a go/no-go type of
test consists laigely of failure statistics for items of various constructions. This can be of
great value in weeding out poor designs from equipments on hand and providing general
guidelines for what methods and materials of construction to prefer or avoid: this was,
after all, the LWSM's raison d'etre. When this knowledge had been assimilated and was
being practiced, failure rates dropped and the opposite problem of overdesign arose.
While this is a far better problem to have, excessive strength of material or construction
is uneconomical due to unnecessary costs, weight, and size, The cut-and-try method for
optimizing construction of equipments is effective but can be highly expensive and time
consuming if it is approached blindly. It was thus considered advisable to ascertain the
salient characteristics of the shock motions developed by the LWSM and to distribute
this information to provide a starting point for equipment design.

If machines are 'to be compared, the methods and procedures by which these calibra-
tions are performed must be standardized or at least be of such a nature that resu'ts from
a machine with one calibration arrangement can allow computation of what the results
will be with another arrangement. If the informatioa is to be of any use to equipment
design, the calibration arrangement should not be specialized. Ideally, the arrangement
should be of such a nature that the calculations required to inteirpre•t the calibration
information in terms of the performance of some particular equipment design will be as
simple as possible.

The shock outputs of the LWSM are affected by test equipment weight, frame stiff-
ness, and mounting dimensions; by the tightness of the mounting-plate bolts; and by the
condition of the anvil plate. These factors influence the modes of vibration of the mount-
ing plates, shift natural frequencies, and change their phase relationships. The shock
waveforms measured with two nearly identical equipments can consequently vary consider-

ably in shape, although their magnitudes remain comparable. Consequently, it is desirable
that the calibration arrangement should be representative of the average equipment actuaily
tested or should use an equipment variable as a controlled parameter. The operating
nynplbin-oc thn~il V- +hn -,~ -- 4

Test Arrangement

The calibration test structure's interaction with the shock machine affects the shock
motions measured at the machine/structure interface and on the test structure. For
design, it is necessary to calculate (given these measurements and knowledge of the test
structure) what the shock motions will be with a different test structure. This is most
easily done if the original test structure is a dead weight, i.e., a load whose compliance
is so low that its natural frequencies are well above the range of concern. Therefore,
the one used for the calibration of the LWSM was of this type (22). Since the most
widely varying parameter of equipments which are tested is weight, the calibration load
structure was arranged accordingly to permit the weight to be varied over the rated range
of the machine. Another variable of tested equipments is mounting dimension. Since
this varies less widely, the mounting dimensions of the test load structure were taken as
an average of those of equipment most often tested and were arranged as the corners of
a rectangle. This permitted the effects of change in mounting dimension to be found by
orienting the test load so that its long mounting axis was either vertical (Fig. 20) or across
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t!he LWSIM mounting plate. When the long axis lies across the mounting plate, the mount-
ing joints are closer to the spacer channels between the mounting plate and the anvil
p'.ýni, and the configuration is much 4tiffer than when the long axis is vertical.

The calibation structure consisted of dead-weight loads of 57, 121, 145, 192, 261,
and 389 lb. These weights were bolted to the mounting plate at the corners of an 18-by
13-inch rectangle and separated from the mounting plate by spacers to reduce binding.
The 57-lb load (Fig. 21) consisted of the measuring instruments and their mounting
adaptors welded along the vertical axis of the mounting plate. The 121-, 145-, and 192-lb
loads were supplied by bolting steel plates to a welded steel frame; the 261- and 389-lb
loads were provided by heavier steel plates without the frame but using the same mounting
holes. The calibration load was attached to the 4A plate in both (load) orientations and
to the shelf of the shelf plate. Blows of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-foot drop were delivered for
back, edge, and top anvil-plate orientation.

Measurement Instrumentation

Measurement instrumentation (Figs. 20 and 21) consisted of a quartz accelerometer,
a seismic-coil velocity meter (natural frequency 2.5 Hz, maximum travel 3 inches), arn a
reed gage, all mounted on the calibration load, and a quartz accelerometer attached to the
mounting plate. The latter accelerometer was located at the center of the lower edge of
the 4A plate and at the center of an outboard stiffener of the shelf plate. Each accelerom-
eter output was fed into a high-impedance cathode follower and recorded on two channels,
one f•it at 1000 "I (v... pass•) and the other at.. 00 Hz for one blow and 5000 Hz

for the next. Signals were recorded by 35-mm streak photography of a five-channel cro
display. The records were then analyzed for peak accelerations and velocities, dominant
load frequencies, and shock spectra.

Output Shock Motion Wavefoems (20)

Description

The shock waveforms (Fig. 22) produced for - given load arrangement have the same
general characteristics for different heights of hammer drop but are greatly different for
different loads, load onentations, mounting plates, and . .iow Udiections. Back blows. are
more severe than edge or top blows. Back and edge blows with the load oriented across
the 4A plate are much more impulsive in nature than those with the load oriented ver-
tically, while top blows are not much affected by load orientation. Motions of the shelf
plate have a much more pronounced rotary component for back blows than those of the
4A plate due to the low center of mass.

Peak accelerations occur shortly after impact on approximate half-sine pulses with
superposed hash. These are followed by irregular perturbations from the interplay of
the numerous vibratory modes excited by the impact. The durations of the half-sine
pulses are about 2 ms on the mounting plates and about 4 ms on the load. After the
pulse, slight variations in the uncontrolled parameters of the machine lead to large changes
in the acceleration waveforms, particularly at high frequencies. The 300-liz filter removes
most of the high frequencies, so that the frequencies which dominate these records are
those which dominate the velocity meter records, but this filter seriously deforms the

Ii
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Reproduced From
best available copy.

pe (5000 Hz)

VL (1000 Hz)

,p (1000 Hz)

(5000 Hz)

4-FT BACK BLOW 4-FT EDGE BLOW 4-FT TOP BLOW

57-LB (INSTRUMENTATIONl) LOAD ON 4A PLATE

Fig. 22 -- Typical waveforms measured on the LWSM. In thesc. records, XL, XL, and Xp
represent load velocity, load acceleration, and mounting-gaste acceleration respectively. The
latter two are low-pass-filtered at the cutoff frequency indicated in parentheses, Time scale is

; indicated by blanking each trace at a rate of 1000 Hz, The offset between traces 2 and 4 and

the rest is due to the geometry of the recording device. The deflections of all traces begin
essentially simultaneously.

initial pulse. The 5000-Hz filter provides records which are almost unintelligible in terms

of load response. The best compromise seems to be the 1000-Hz cutoff'.

Mounting Plat ..

Mounting plate acceleration depend very strongly on the location of the measurement -

accelerations measured at other regions of the mounting plate may confidently be expected

to differ from those reported here. It is likely that the differences would be mainly in

acceleration level and frequency and that the pattern of changes caused by load arrange-

ment, blow direction, and drop height would not be affected greatly. It should be pointed

out that the mounting plate accelerometer was positioned to provide comparable relation-

ships between mounting plate and load motions on the 4A plate and shelf plate. Thus,

while the location is similar with respect to the load on both mounting plates, it is of very

different character with respect to the structure of the mounting plates.

* The peak mounting-plate acceleration (bottom section of Figs. 23 through 31) rises

with hammer impact velocity, both slope and intercept being strongly affected by the

load arrangement and direction of blow. There is a tendency for peak acceleration to

decrease with increasing load, but it is by no means pronounced. Edge and top blows

are comparable regardless of load orientation on the 4A plate. When the load is mounted
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Fig. 23 -- Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for back
blov.s, load axis vertical
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Fig. 24 - Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for edge
blows, load axis vertical
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Fig. 25 - Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for top

blows, load axis vertical
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Fig. 26 Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for back
blows, load axis horizontal
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Fig. 27 - Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for edge
blows, load axis horizontal
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Fig. 28 --Peak load and 4A plate accelerations for top
S~blows, load axis horizontal
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F3ig. 31 - Peak load and shelf plate accelerations

for tot) blows

on the shelf plate or vertically on the 4A plate, the severity of blows in all three directions
are comparable. When the load is mounted horizontally on the 4A plate, back blows are
considerably more severe than edge, and edge somewhat more severe than top blows.
This is due primarily to the decreased span from support channel to mounting point, and
it may be that some binding between the load and 4A plate is present also. In all cases,
the peak accelerations measured on the 4A plate are much larger than those on the shelf
plate under equivalent conditions. The maximum value recorded was 840 g, the minimum
was 32 g. and the average of all values for all test blows was 241 g.

Load Acceleration

Load accelerations (top section of Figs. 23 through 31) show much the same trends as the
mounting-plate accelerations, e:;cept that there is a slightly more consiotent decrease as
load is increased. Decreases are small, especially with the shelf plate. The maximum peak
load acceleration recorded was 537 g, the minimum was 17 g, and the average value for
all blows was 161 g.

Load Velocity

The load velocity waveform varies over the continuum between too extreme types,
one a comparatively smooth, damped (1 - cos) type and the other a step type which
reaches its maximum velocity quickly and is garnished with high-frequency, low-amplitude
hash. The former type is found in the more flexible test conditions, back and edge blows
with loads mounted vertically on the 4A plate. The latter is connected with the stiffer
conditions, top blows with either load orientation on the 4A plate and blows in any direc-
tion with loads mounted horizontally. For loads mounted on the shelf plate, the velocities
and frequencies re lower, and the distinction between waveform types is less pronounced.

?I
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Shelf plate waveforms are also more difficultto analyze due to a substantial rotational
component of unknown magnitude.

Velocity as a motion parameter is less sensitive than acceleration to the high-frequency
components, hence, shows rigid-body motions to better advantage. Peak load velocity
(Figs. 32 through 40) for a given test arrangement is essentially linear with hammer impact
velocity except at the high velocities, where flattening of the curve indicates some plastic
deformation in the struck members. Loads mounted on the 4A plate attain the greatest
peak velocities for edge blows and the least for top blows; the orientation of the load
on the 4A plate has little effect. Loads mounted on the shelf plate have substantially
lower peak velocities. The peak velocities measured ranged from 15.4 ft/sec to 2.3 ft/sec.
The average peak velocity for all blows was 8.2 ft/sec.

14- LOAD (LB) RUN
0 121 1

1~92 a4
* 261 T - -- -

*A 389 9l 9

-I 1_ I 4> i -
10

0
.j

44/0

2I
1 1 1 ! 1 1 -AI [±

14 6 B a 0 12 I$ 16 isl

HAMMER -IMPACT VELOCITY (FT/SEC)

Pig. 32 - Peak load velocity for back blows on 4A
plate, load axis vertical

As implied by the behavior of load velocities and accelerations, dominant load fre-

quericies decrease with load increase when mounted on the 4A plate but are not greatly
affected on the shelf plate (Fig. 41). Loads mounted horizontally on the 4A plate have
higher frequencies than vertically mounted loads for back and edge blows, while the
opposite is true for top blows. Loads mounted on the shelf plate have lower frequencies
than those on the 4A plate. The highest dominant frequency found was 220 Hz, the
lowest was 41 H1z, and the average of all load arrangements was 122 Hz.

AM
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Fig. 34 -- Peak load velocity for tope blows on 4A
plate, load axis vertical
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Load Displacement

Selected load velocity records were integrated graphically to provide curves of absolute
load displacement vs time. For 5-ft blows, the time to peak displacement varies from
about 20 ms (instrument load on 4A plate) to about 40 ms (389-lb load). Since the
natural frequency of the velocity meter is 2.5 Hz, the error introduced in the graphical
inte[gration should be only a few percent.

When the 4A plate is lightly loaded, the displacements produced by blows in the
three directions are very similar (Fig. 42a). The extra flexibility of the 4A plate with
regard to back blows introduces an oscillatory component, but the center-of-mass dis-
placement closely follows the curves obtained for top and edge blows. Adding a 389-1b
load not only increases the time to peak displacement but also introduces considerable
differences in the displacements for the different blow directions (Fig. 42b). Back blows
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drops on the 4A plate

get underway faster but do not reach so great a displacement due to the phasing of the
oscillatory component. Edge blows start more slowly but reach high peak displacements
in comparable times, indicating lower but more consistent velocities. Load orientationi
seems relatively unimportant with regard to peak displacement or time to peak (Fig. 42c).
Displaceme=it curves for shelf-mounted loads are quite different. Large variations for the
different blow directions are apparent even for light loads (Fig. 43a), and insignificant
changes in time to peak displacement are occasioned by large increases in load (Fig. 43b).
Peak displacements are found to exceed the 1.5-inch limit of the anvil table. This can
be accounted for by flexibility of the machine framework responsible for stopping the
anvil plate at the end of ius travel and the phasing of the local vibrations of the load.

Reproducibility

The nature of the LWSM is such that its structure deforms plastically in use. Obviously
there must be some attendant variation of output characteristics, To estimate the
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Fig. 43 -- Displacement-time curves for 5 -ft
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significance of these changes, a series of blows with instrumentation load on the 4A plate
was made at the beginning of the calibration sequence, and a similar sequence at the end,
after some 400 blows of all descriptions (Fig. 44). With only the instrumentation load,
mounting plate and load accelerations are approximately the same, and during tlhe initial
sequence peak accelerations showed a small amount of scatter and an approximately
la-,em xattiun to hammer impact velocity. This was also true of the later sequence, but

the general level ran about 60% higher than for the initial. Peak velocities showed the
same trend, although with less scatter (as would be expected foz a lower-order function),
and the later sequence ran about 257c higher than the initial level. This tends to indicate
that the differences probably arise from changes in the stiffness of the anvil assembly
arising from work hardening and impact pad deformation. The variation in damage
potent:.al is more likely to follow the trend of the peak velocity measurements than that
of the accelerations because damage more generally results, from the lower-frequency
components of the shock motions.

Consistency (23,24)

To estimate the degree of similarity between the shock motions generated by dif-
ferent machines, four machines were calibrated using the same 4A plate, loads, and measur-
ing instruments. The loads were 57 lb and 261 lb oriented vertically on the 4A plate
with blows of 1-, 3-, and 5-ft hammer heights delivered in all three directions: the

. .. . . .....
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Fig. 44 - Peak Inad velocity, peak load acceleration, and
4A plate acceleration resulting from repeated top blows
with a 57-lb load

measuring instruments were a velocity meter and a reed gage attached to the load. The
motion parameters measured were peak load velocity (Fig. 45), time to peak load
velocity (Table 1), and dominant load frequency (Table 1). The maximum spread of
lowest peak velocities was 2.8 to 3.7 ft/sec for 1-ft top blows with a 261-lb load. For
the highest velocities, the maximum spread was 14.1 to 17.9 ft/sec for 5-ft edge blows
with a 57-lb load, The greatest variation of time to peak velocity for the slowest rise
was 5.5 to 6.0 ms for 5-ft drops with a 57-lb load. The highest load frequency showed
a spread of 142 to 167 Hz (3-ft blows with a 260-lb load) and the lowest 90 to 97 H?
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(1-ft blows with a 261-1i) load), while the most extreme spread was 120 to 174 Hz for
3-ft blows with a 57-lb load. in all, the variatic4s between machines are entirely
comparable to those which might be expected between blows on any one of them.

Output Shock Spectra (18,21)

Before the calibration series was undertaken, it was known that the LWSM tends
to have dominant frequencies at about 100 Hlz (front 4A plate flexibility) and at about
350 Hz (from the anvil-plate structure). These frequencies would be expected to be
important in the shock spectra; therefore, the reed gage used was provided with reeds
having natural frequencies in these regions. Among the less fortunate characteristics
of the reed gage are: (a) reeds below about 40 Hz cannot be used effectively because
of the clearance requirements, (b) reeds above about 450 Hz are of little value because
of errors in reading the very small deflections, and (c) the number of reeds which can
be used is limited. The resulting shock spectrum is a sampling of a few points and
may well miss the most important features of the actual continuous shock spectrum.
For this reason the shotk spectrum derived from reed gage recording is generally drawn
as a polygon of straight-line segments joining the measured points rather than a smooth
curve. This tradition helps to remind the beholder that the actual values of the shock
spectrum between points may be vastly different from the lines which join them.

Preliminary trial showed that for the ca•l•ibation study only five reeds could be
used effectively. Ti'ey were selected to have natural frequencies of 40, 100, 198, 345,
and 430 Hz.

Description

The shock spectrum's shape is determined by structural parameters of the test
package-shock machine system. Accordingly, the effect of increasing the energy input
to the system should be to raise the overall level of the shock spectrum unless the
energy input becomes so great that nonlinear interactions become considerable. For
this reason the following discussion will be primarily concerned with the effects on the
shock spectra for 5-ft drop heights of variations in the loading arrangement.

Effects of Hammer Drop Height

The overall level of the shock spectrum rises with drop height, as expected, but
does not remain proportional to hammer impact velocity. This was also remarked with
regard to load velocity. For drop heights beyond 3 ft, the increase in spectral level is
considerably less than that for heights below. The shock spectra for 3-ft blows are in
fact comparable with those for 5-ft blows (Fig. 46).

Effects of Blow Direction and Mounting Plate

For the 57-1b instrument load on the 4A plate, back blows provide a shock spectrum
with peaks at 100 and 345 Hz from the 4A plate and anvil plate vibrations. These
peaks are absent from the spectra for top and edge blows, which are reasonably well
described in straight lines. This is in keeping with the steplike waveform of the load
velocities (Fig. 47). For the 57-lb load on the shelf plate, the back blow retains the
345-Hz peak, but the 100-Hz peak characteristic of the 4A plate vanishes, naturally
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Table 1

4A Plate Frequencies and Time to Peak
Load Velocities for Four LWSM's

Frequency (Hz) for Average 4A PlatelietPakVocy
Blow Direction Ims

Machinel 1 Machine 21 [lahine• Mahi Machine I ]Machine 2Machine 3_• Machine43

57-1b loAd

Back 112 99 100 114 4.1 4.5 3,6 --

FAge 126 136 120 174 4.2 4.0 4.2 -

Top { 118 124 110 148 3.9 4.7 3.5 -

261-lb load

Back 92 95 90 97 3.8 3.9 3.9 -

Edge - - - - 3.9 3.7 4.1 -

Top 167 142 150 147 6.0 6.0 5,6 -

enough. Edge and top blows produce shock spectra similar to those found on the 4A
plate but much lower (Fig. 49a). The level for the edge blow is only half that found on
the 4A plate and that for the top blow is even lower. With the other test loads, the back
and edge blows produce consistently higher spectra than does the top blow, and the 4A
plate spectra are consistently higher than those from the shelf plate (Figs. 48 through 50).

Effects of Load Weight

As would be expected, the major effect of increasing load weight is to lower the level
of the shock spectrum in general and to shift the peaks to lower frequencies (Figs. 47
through 50). The change in level is subsLantial, the level with the 389-lb load being only
about half that with the 121-lb load, and is greater on the 4A plate than on the shelf
plate. The effect becomes less important as the load approaches the capacity of the
machine, inasmuch as the shock spectra for the 389-lb load are not much lower than
those for the 26-1b load (F-Pi 5)11.

Effects of Mounting Dimension

The 4A plate is bolted to the anvil plate with reinforced 4-inch channels as separators;
the bolts fastening this assembly are 24 inches apart. The edges of the channels are flush
with the edges of the 4A plate, giving a free span between channels of 22 inches. It is
evident that if an equipment has a mounting dimension of 22 inches or more the flexi-
bility of the 4A plate will be bypassed, and the equipment will be in effect mounted
directly on the anvil plate. The mounting points of the calibration load arrangement lay

2 inches or 4-1/2 inches from the edges of the spacer channels, depending on the load
orientation. For back blows, the effect of orientation is drastic, greatly exceeding that
of load weight (Figs. 48 through 50). The shock sp,'ctdt' for a 389-lb load mounted
horizontally is mostly higher in level than of - 121-lb load m:,unted vertically. Top and
edge blows show iittle or no such effect, altlbont;,h it would ptr,.nmably appear if the test
load was of such a geometry that rocking frodrs allowed 4A plx,-o flexibility to come
into play for these directions of blow.
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57-lb load on the 4A plate for four different LWSM's
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Fig. 48 Shock spectra for 5-ft blows with a 201-lb load on the 4A
plate, load axis vertical, for four different LWSM's
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Reproducibility

The reproducihility of shock spectra for repeat blows is generally good, particularly
if the blows are given in succession. If other blows intervene, and particularly if the
machine test arrangement is changed between blows, the agreement is less dependable,
although still good. Deviations are mostly at the high-frequency end, which is most
strongly affected by changes in the uncontrolled variables of the test arrangement (Fig. 52).

Consistency (23,24)

The variation in shock spectra between machines has much the same pattern as that
between blows on one machine - deviations are mostly at high frequencies and are
greatest with "stiff" test arrangements (light load and top or edge blows). The amount
of variation is also comparable with that found for repeat blows on the same machine.
All in all, the consistency of shock motions produced by the LWSM is much better than
expected (Figs. 46 through 48).

SI I I
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Nonstapdard Operation (25)

The shock motion produced at the deck by an underwater explosion is much different
from that at the hull or at bulkheads. It is characterized by large deflections, low frequency,
and low acceleration. Extensive modifications were made (by NSRDC) to an LWSM in an
att -mpt to generate such motions. The modifications consisted of resting the anvil-plate/load

assembly on a guiding track and introducing a liquid spring between hammer and impact
pad. The spring provides a 60-g, 12-ms half-sine pulse, and the anvil-plateltest-equipment
assembly is braked at a rate of -4 g by shock absorbers; an overall travel of 12 inches is
provided. A folding linkage permits 1 inch of free travel before the shock absorbers act,
in order to prevent interference with the 12-ms input pulse. This makes operation of the
machine critically dependent on the velocity change imparted by the pulse, so this is held
at about 15 ft/sec by maintaining the total test load on the machine at 400 lb by adding
dead weights as required.

This arrangement has not been used much. It was reasonably successful in simulating
deck motion and has the feature of demonstrating the consequences of improper use of
resilient mounts in dramatic fashion. The suggestion has been made, unfortunately, that
this arrangement should replace the specified shock test for some equipments, which would
represent a retreat from the Navy policy of universality. The end result would be to require
a different test, and presumably a different shock machine, for each item of equipment
on each class of ship and for each possible shipboard location. The more different the
shock motions are, the more important it is not to provide a special machine or test to
sitmulate them.

THE NAVY HIGl1-IMPACT SHOCK MACHINE FOR
MEDIUMWEIGHT EQUIPMENT

History

The LWSM brought about rapid and substantial improvements in the shock resistance
of equipments in its weight range. While design guidelines and rules of thumb could be
and vwere derived from this experience and applied to heavier equipments, it was appreciated
that there is no substitute for an actual shock test. It was the feeling at that time that
400 lb was really too great•a load for the LWSM. and that 250 lb would be a more
reasonable limit.* Most shipboard equipments, particularly the relatively fragile electronic
systems, weiga less than 4500 lb, or can be disassembled into free-standing subsystems
in this range. It was decided that a snock machine should be built to be capable of test-
ing equipments in the weight range of 250 to 4500 lb and that this machine should be an
extension of the LWSM in the sense that a test item should experience equivalent shock
environments on the two machines. Under a ]=uShips contract, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation designed and constructed (in 1942) the first Navy lligh-lnpact Shock Machine
for Modiumweight Equipment (MWSM), which was installed at the Naval Engineering
Experiment Station (now NSILDL) Annapolis, Maryland, in 1943.

*In actuality the shock environment produced by the LWSM with a 400 lb load is not much les.s severe
than that with a 250-lb load, Ilkwever, when the load is an actual equipment rather than a dead
weight, the modal masses will probably be higher for the heavier items and item-machine interactions
more noticeable. This could cause concern, particularly since the "shocli spectruma dip" tilien'menon
was not appreciated at. that time. In addition, heavy shipboard equipments tend to be bulky, leading
to inconvenient or unsatisfactory test installations on the LWSM.
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The basic design of the MWSM consists of an anvil table struck from below by a
swinging hamlmer. The requirement for shock intensity equivalent to that of the LWSM
was to be met for a 250-lb load, and the criterion was taken to be anvil-plate starting
velocity. Studies on the LWSM at that time indicated that the starting velocity of the
anvil plate with a load of 250 lb was about 7 ft/s for 5-ft back or edge blows. It was
considered that shock intensity on shipboard would decrease as equipment weight in-
creased, so 6 ft/s was arbitrarily selected as the proper velocity for a 4500-lb load. These
two points were connected by a straight line, and this graph of anvil-table starting velocity
vs equipment weight served not only to set MWSM design parameters but also, after it
had been built, to determine the schedule of hammer drop heights comprising the shock
test for various weights of equipment.*

The medium-weight shock test specification is thus based entirely on anvil-table

velocity, although no equipment is mounted directly to the anvil table for a normal
specification test. The mounting flexibility provided in the LWSM by the 4A or shelf
plate is provided in the MWSM by an arrangement of channels and support rails. The
evolution and intent of this mounting system have been since lost and remain today a
subject of speculation.

Changes in the MWSM itself have not been great. Most changes have been made for
convenience, such as the quick-release mechanism and solenoid operation for dropping the
hammer, automatic brake application on the backswing to prevent a second impact, and
the installation of pneumatic jacks for positioning the anvil table. Structural changes
havo been almost entirely to add reinforcing to the anvil-table structure. The opp.rating
changes have been much more important and permit (for some items) the use of non-
standard mountings to provide a specified fixed-base fundamental frequency, the use of
the 30' corner bulkhead for specification testing, and extending the rated load ot the
machine to items weighing 6000 lb. Both of the latter changes are questionable.

Description (18,26)

The MWSM consists of a 3000-lb hammer which swings through an arc of up to 2700
At the end of the swing it strikes a 1500-1b anvil table from below, imparting an upward
velocity to it. The anvil table is restrained by 12 2-inch-diameter bolts passing through
buth il, and Uh shutck muchine's fuunda(,in wh~ich permit a free motion of 3 inches.
When this limit is reached, the bolts sharply stop the motion of the anvil table ("anvil-
table reversal") and it drops back onto the foundation. Since the reversal impact is

somewhat elastic, the anvil table drops considerably faster than it would under the action
of gravity alone. The machine is embedded in a massive concrete block resting on coil
springs which bear on a heavy concrete shell isolated from the rest of the building by a
layer of some absorbent material (Fig. 53).

The anvil table has a mounting surface of 60 X 60 inches provided with threaded
holes for attaching the various mounting arrangements. Beneath the mounting surface
12 heavy reinforcing webs run from the edge of the table to the impact column. Four
of these webs rest on pneumatic jacks which can raise the anvil table 1.5 inches above

*Thv hammer drop heights specified for the standard shock test were evidently derived on the assump-
tion that the test load would be attached directly to the anvil table, which is rarely done.
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Fig. 53 - The Navy High-Inpact. Shock Machine for Mediumweight Equip-
ment (MWSM). The position of the hammer at the instant of impact is shown
by the dotted lines.

its normal rest position. When adjusted for 1.5-inch travel, the anvil-table has a slightly
higher velocity when the top stops are reached than in the 3-inch travel configuration;
since it drops back onto the jacks rather than the foundation, its final collision is softer.

The impacting surfaces of both hammer and anvil table are fitted with spherical,
hardened-steel impact plates. Unlike the LWSM, this impact is highly elastic and most
energy loss takes place in the structure of the anvil table itse-f by gradual cracking of
Yt•,flAO. 391W £ISAlO ULLI IVrfy aJL i iyao.Ii"iiti, iiiuie pu•dLULdule, and aUinure consistent

machine than the LWSM. It has been the mainstay of the Navy's shock testing program
for nM aly years.

The MWSM is not an ideal machine, however. When the travel is changed, the point
of impact also is changed. This imparts a rotary component to the motion of the anvil
table. Relatively tall equipments have a tendency to tilt in one direction or another
anyway, causing the anvil table to bind on its through bolts and also causing uneven
contact at the limit stops, which imparts a rotary motion component at the anvil table
reversal. This predilection is accentuated by the off-center impact of the hammer. The
machine is normally adjusted so that the impact area is central for 1.5-inch travel; it is
accordingly on the side of the impacting surfaces toward the hammer axis for 3-inch

travel blows.
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Mounting Arrangements

The desired flexibility is introduced by mounting thte test cijijtliplellt ol Suipport
channels. These are pairs of -1-inch standard or cartntild-itwg chiannels b~olted hack to hack
with it spaice ietween; r-simpwd blocks wvit Ii threaded holes fit into this spamce and thle I olts
securing thew test equipment attach to them. The suppj ort channe1CS ls' aeset orated fromi the
anvil tahie by spacer rails at each end, to which the cliannels ar e clamiped ( Fig. 54)I. The
spacer rails may lie fabricated from ,ectioins of 7-in cl sli ijlutild ing~ (lidiiiii or, siii ('i these
miay deforml with the heavy loads now permnitted, the rails may lhe buil~t Lup frot shee0t
stock, The spacer rails are h olted directly to tho mou nting surface of the anvil table.

Fig. 51t -Xiw o0 11w INMSNI avil tititishowing ilII' ifulhlil ing
dc Iil)a amn dt suppt orit)ei 1lills

Thc numhier anid typeI of support iiiaii11t'lk to lii used( tir a particuilar tist Htem are
SpecifiedI Iy a table containled in lhl M -S-9(il. Entree.s an. made inl this lisýt by N test. 4-ipiii-
lment weight and distance b('tweciu moun11ting holes. Fewer channlsc are call!ed f0r as. theC
miounting" hu0P Sepa:ratioin uticreas(es, or the free spani of the SUpportingý ('MIluoll d1'citrea'S.
Tbis tend(s LO keejl fl hi ntura-il J'PLtellCai Of tlli'tvtelihimi/hiieauiltbeytet
more or P-ss conestant , it haso hicn found to vary' from ahout 55 I l/ to iahonl 72 Ill-. withI
most casems being around (G5 liz. I lowe~ver, thi- ibis not seem 10Is 1w hw critenhm on which
t~w tahhe was origina1Mlly sit UI). 'Ii') I-Cnilm ri~llails \'et an~otheur illystir , inl till, i~*1V(ii;liCC
of, the N]WKN, hut aippiliritly t lillai was t') kietji the cale-ulated il oa1tnilm ýtris.,s ill the(
chain et-s beuwý :35 ,(00 pm ill a Stat ic accujlitlt i1) Ii li of 50 g.ý

4.
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Additional permissible mounting arrangements were introduced ini MIL-S-901C (27).
There is no provision in the MWSM to change the direction of the blow, and it is usually
impracticable to change the orientation of the test equipment. It is now permissible to
use a pair of slanted spacer rails which tilt the support channels and tesi equipment at an
angle of 30, allowing the shock input to be directed along two equipm-ent axes, Although
no acknowledgment of the fact is m-iade in the specifications, this tilt places a sidewise
loading on the support channels which they are unprepared to handle, and in some cir-
cumstances it may well be advisable to use additional sets. Yet another mounting arrange-
ment which may be used is a 300 corner bulkhead (Fig. 55), which directs motion along
all three axes and which is conveiiient for equipments which require bulkhead support.
This consists of a fairly stiff framework arranged on a stiffer floor, all being constructed
of 4-inch heavy I-beam and channels and clamped to a set of spacer rails roughly similar
to those used with the support channels. Its motion waveform is much like that of the
anvil table embellished with liberal quantities of high and middle frequencies.

Fig. 55 - An item of shipboard equipment mounted on the
MWSM with the 30 coiner bulkhead
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Operating Procedure

The operating variables of the MWSM ar( the energy inpu• to the equipiient/channel/
anvil system and the free travel of the any. table. The energy mnpui is speciled in terms
of vertical height of hammer drop and is usually read of, an inuicat•r of the rotation of
the hammer axis frorm the position 1800 away from Ats inipac. posatioln. No allowance is
to be made for the 1.5-inch difference resulting from-the anv.1 tabie travel setting. The
specification lists required hammer heights against thi total weight on the anvil table,
including all moanting arrangement and fixtures as well as tht Lest tuipu.ýent itself. The
shock test consists o-' six blows encompassing two drop heighus anc wo anvil table travels.
As specified, two blows of the lower height are delivered with ;-inc;. ;ravel (Group I blows),
then two blows of the greater height (Group II blows), also wit• -irn travel, and finally
two blows of the greater height with 1.5-inch travel (Group III blowzn:. Each group of
blows is required to include one in an inclined mounting. As with thi- IWSM, mounting
nuts and bolts are to be tightened after each blow.

Mathematical Models

In contrast to the LWSM, the simple nature of the MWSM has made it highly desirable
to theoreticians. The characteristic variables are reasonably well defined; it is an essentially
elastic machine, and its largely uniaxial motions combine with controllable am(,ants of
cumipexit.y to render it attractive to math,?maticians. They have been quite pleased with
the MWSM since its inception.

The MWSM with a dead-weight load may be regarded as a mass-spring-inass system.
Next the limit on ai il table travel can be included, and also some damping, perhaps
(Fig. 56). The details of the spring characteristic can stand considerable elaboration. The
support, channels rest on top of the spacer rails with their ends projecting slightly beyond,and the hold-down clamps are attached to this projecting part. This means that the

effective free span of the channels is some 4 inches or more greater for motions of the
load away from the anvil table than for motions toward it.* If the load, although a dead
weight, has some compliance and permits some curvature in the part of the channels
between the load mounting nointc a new genus, of intricacies s evolved and tie load is
still only a dead weight. When the test load is considered a structure, so that its reactions
on the machine must be considered with more elaboration, it is evident that models of I
the MWSM may be complicated to any desired degree and sometimes are.

Although there is a limit to the amount of detail which can be justified in such a
model, it is possible to derive considerable insight into the action of the MWSM from even
a simple one. For most engineering purposes an adequate model is one which describes
the MWSM as a mass (anvil table) and a spring (supporting channels) attached to the test

*Theoretically, this effect could bi considerable and cause differences of 60% or more in the apparent

load frequencies for upward and downward motions. In practice, some such difference can be seen,
but it is small. One possible reason is that the spacer rails have some lateral compliance, whih,!, will
be exercised by downward motions of the load. where fhe channel end forces are great, but not much
by upward m( dons, wheie the end forces are accommodated by rotation of the end ciamps about the
spacer rail flange on which they bear. This additional compliance for motions in the stiff channel
direction will help even things out. Another possible contribution is compbknce in the test item, which
would tend to make the channel end conditions leas effective.
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_x.LLJ>

K Fig. 56 - A simple model of a test load mounted on

the MWSM. For many purposes an even simpler
model ignoring damping and travel limitation can

M, _jyield useful results.

equipment (with appropriate distribution of the channel mass), the input energy being
supplied as an initial velocity of some value to the mass representing th AiivjI table.

Calibration of Shock Outputs (28)

Calibration of the MWSM is a more straightforward procedurc than; with the LWSM
since there are fewer machine variables. The controlled variables art' load weight and
orientation, hanamer drop height, and anvil-tabie travel. Since DIC, MWSM., is ..ss.ntially
elastic and the load mounting arrangement is not changed throughout the test, the un-
controlled variables are less effective. The test loads are of larger dimensions, but the
MWSM is unencumbered by surrounding structure (unlike the LWSM) and it is not incon-
venient to operate with large test packages.

Test Arrangement

The test load was of the dead-weight type and consisted of a number of weights which
could be bolted to either of two base pieces. A welded steel frame with mounting point
dimensions of 16 X 24 inches was used for loads below 2000 lb (Fig. 57) and an 1870-lb
stLeel casting -with m.,untn- point. dimennions of 24 X 32 inches for loads above 2000 lb
(Fig. 58). Both base pieces were separated from the supporting channels by cylindrical
spacers at each corner, through which the mounting bolts passed. Load weights of 1115,
2051, 3386, and 4423 lb were tested, each with its long axis dire 2ted both across and
along the sipport channels. Channel arrangement-s for each load weight and orientation
were those required by the shock test specification. The all-up weight on the anvil table
ranged from 1783 to 5616 lb.

Hammer drop heights were also taken from the tables of the test specification, which
at that time prescribed different heights for Class A and Class U equipments of the same
weight and mounting dimension.* In addition to these blows, blows from drop heights
of 50% of those specified for Class B and 150% of those specified for Class A were delivered
(when feasible). Anvil-table travels were as specified by MIL-S-901.

*The earlier Navy shock test specifications grouped shipboard equipments in Class A and Class B, much
like the present Grade A and Grade B. Rather than specifying different functional responses to the
same test, as at present, the practice then was to require the same functional response to different tests.
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Fig. 57 -The 11 15-lb calibration test load mounted un the MWSM
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Fig. 58 - Te 4423-lb -alabrataon test. load mounted on' the MWSMA
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Measurement Instrumentation

The instrument package attached to the anvil table consisted of a reed gage, a quartz
;cceleronieter, and a seismic-coil velocity meter having a nataral frequency of 2.5 Hz and
a displacement capacity of 3 inches. The calibration load carried a reed gage, a quartz
accelerometer, and a seismic-magnet velocity meter having a natural frequency of 5 Hz
and a d;solacement capacity of 5 inches. In addition, a strain gage was attached to the
hammer to provide an indication of the dynamic forces involved in the impact, and a set
of sArain gages was attached to one of tuie lond-mounting spacer cylinders and wired to
measure the fo;ce exerted by the load on the supporting channels.

The reed gages are seff recording; the electrical outputs of t' l1ocity meters, acceler-
ometers, and the spacer strain gages were recoided by 35-mm . .,otography of a
five channel cre display. The velocity meter ana strain gage signals were recorded without
filjation, while the accelerometer outputs were low-pass-filtered at 306 or 1000 Hz before
display. Tie strain gage on the hammer was not monitored regularly since the impact is
elastic and consequently the dynamic forces are constant for a given drop height..

Output Shock Motion Waveforms (18,28)

Description

Tic MWSM in the calibration ararangement constitutes a mass-spring-mass system which
is excited by imparting a sudden velocity to the mass representing the anvil table. This
applies un t il the limit stops of the anvil-table travel are reached. The new set of trar ients
introducc.i by this event may nullify or augment the motion already proceeding, depending
on tile stage of the motion at -v 'iich it occurs. If the load mass has its maximum velocity
away fro:n the anvil table at the time, the load velocity change may be greater than that
caust-a by the original hammer impact, theoretically as much as 2.5 times greater. In
practice ratios so large are never encountered.

Anvil-Table Velocity

The htammer impact r)roduces a half-gine pulse of ,cce1eratn,_,r. having a d.uration of
1 ms; thi5 nwt only imparts a velocity change to the anvil table but also excites elastic
vibrations it, it as well (Fig. 59). The frequency of these vibrations ik about 750 Hz
(longitidiy.ai mode), and since the duration of the impact is larger than half the natural
period, twal build up so that the second peak is always larger than the first. The first
peak, or "initial velocity," closely approximates the center line of the subsequent oscilla-
tions and is very ncaily a linear function of the hammer impact velocity with a slope
averaging from 0.45 to U.58 (Fig. 60). The initial velocity is essentially independent of
loaa when the loed is channel mounted, although this would not be the case if the load
were attached directly to the anvil table. The most probable value for the i:ammernto-
anvil table transfer coefficient n'ay be taken as 0 54 for channel-mounted loads. T'he
initial ve:ocity varies from 3.4 ft/s for a drop height of 0.7.5 ft. to 10.3 tt/s for the maxi-
mum drop of 5.5 ft (Figs. 61a th:ough 61h).

In addition to the body vibration, the anvil table lha3 gross ucdy motions. These
awe t.h-c velocity step imparted by the hammer's impact, tt,( linear tundown fr-nm gravity's
deceleration, and the oscillation at the natural frequency o! the test load-channel/anvil-table
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IReproduced from •

best available copy.

•table (1000) 200g T--
200g

BOK IbTSR4 80K Ib-•"

"•load (1000) 80q
57sec

Xlood 5•sec i

S62secl
toble 6•/secJ-

2,75FT HAMI'AER DROP-I.5 IN. TABLE TRAVEL

F•g. 59 -- Typical waveform.s from a blow with a 4423-lb load. The accelerometer records me low-
pass-filtered with a 1000-Hz cutoff frequency. The record marked SR4 shows the force transmitted
by one cf the load's four r, upport legs. Timing is indicated by blanking each record at a rate of
1000 Hz. The offset between the second and fourth traces and the other three is due to geometrical
offset in the recording apparatus. The onset of shock is actually almost simultaneous in all channels.
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Fig. 60 -- Initial anvil-table velocity for all blows

(mass-spring-mass) system. The magnitude of the last motion depends on the mass ratio
of test load to anvil table a•ld is of great importance in regard to the secondary shock
arising from the anvil table striking its limit stops, It shall be referred to here as the
"fundamental" oscillation of the mass-spring-mass system.

The average velocity is dift'iculL to determine because the anvil table may attaizl a tilt
of about 3.5° and vch•city meters m'e imperfect instruments. The first means that the
center of tim anvil table may be as much as 0.75 inch belo• the level at which the hold-
down bolts first strike their limit stops, which invalidates the simple procedt•re of dividing
the nominal travel by the time interval between the impacts of the hammer and of the
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limit stops. The second introduces discontinuities from bottoming of the velocity meter's
seismic element and also a sinusoidal baseline due to its own natural frequency, which
complicates the procedure of graphically averaging the velocity-time record over some
integral number of oscillation cycles and allowing for the deceleration of gravity. The
most reliable procedure is the most laborious and consists of int'egrating the velocity-time
record up to the time at which its sign changes due to the anvil table reaching the limit
stops and dividing this displacement by the time interval.

When the anvil table strikes the limit stops, it rebounds downward with a velocity
depending on the coefficient of restitution and thE: striking velocity. Although bottoming
discontinuities and motion of the velocity meter's seismic element prevent the measure-
ment of absolute velocity in this epoch, differences may be measured reliably and so the
velocity change due to the reversal is accurately displayed. Although there is considerable
scatter in the values of this quantity, it is greatest when the striking velocity of the anvil
table is greatest as would be expected. A plot of the magnitude of the reversal velocity
step against the phase of the anvil-table fundamental oscillation shows maxima at integral
cycles of the motion (Fig. 62). When the reversal occurs at the first peak, the reversal
velocity change is about 1.3 times the initial velocity, and when at the second, about 1.15
times. It is lower than the initial velocity for the subsequent peaks. On the basis of
velocity change, the reversal shock may consequently be more severe than hammer impact.
The slope of the velocity change is less steep, however, so the accelerations involved are
less than thone due to hammer impact. The presence of this attribute led to the specifica
tion of two anivil-table travels as standard test. procedure. If the secondary shock is relatively
severe for one travel, it will most lkely be proportionately less severe for the other.
Frequency variations between identical types of equipment of slightly different weight
are compensated in this way, so that neither is discriminated against because its weight,
mounting arrangement, and rise time combine to produce a severe secondary shock blow.

tO7r - 1L1117 I
_..K L , -.. . ...

0-

0 tv 3Y 4W ST IV 7 67 11V O It-
PHASE A,4GLE OF ANVIL-TABLE VELOCITY AT REVERSAL

Fir. 62 - Variation of anvil-table reversal velocity with
phase angle of fundatnental oscillation

A third shock input is derived from the impact which occurs when the anvil table
falls back onto its foundation. It is much less severe than the other two and is usually
ignored, although net always. It is even less severe when the impact is on the air jacks
(the 1.5-inch travel condition) rather than the machine foundation.
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Anvil-Table Acceleration

Anvil-table acceleration shows active regions corresponding to the times of shock input
to the motion (Fig. 59). At the hammer impact, 'he half-sine input pulse excites the 750-Hz
longitudinal mode of the anvil-table structure. This appears at the accelerometer location
as a daraped vibration persisting for about 5 cycles. Peak accelerations associated with the
hammer impact vary from 220 g (0.75-ft drop) to 580 g (5.5-ft drop) and, like the anvil-
table initial velocity, are essentially linear with hammer impact velocity, again indicating
that the MWSM is elastic (Figs. 63 and 64). The contribution of the fundamental oscilla-
tion to the acceleration is small since it is a low-frequency action, and gravity merely pro-
vides a constant level of 1 g.

0500 10 0- --- I CPS FILrER

0400 -

_j _

,wo *-- -' 4 l -r !1
4z - i*:300 CPS FILTER -

-0 -- 1-1
-0" '- C

HEIGHT OF HAMN ER OROP 0 6 0 0 C' 4 W•`6 n rj M qr to M
C I I -. I- I I I1 I I ' ' I I I

0 2 4 6 12 1A ~ M I.

HAMMER-IMPAGT VELOCITY (FT/SEC)

Fig. 63 - Peak anvil-table acceletatiun - all blows

The relative unimportance of the fundamental oscillation to the acceleration implies
that. the rcversal acceleration will oe somewhat insensitive to the phase of the fundamental
at reversal. This is indeed the case. The reversal acceleration depends on the magntude
of the reversal velocity chage and the time required for its occurrence (2 to 4 ras). Since
tI, reversal velocity change db',ends on the phase of the fundarticntal at reversal, there is
a remanent second-ofder dependence of the reversal acceleration also. Because the time
required :or reversal is so much larger than the hammer impact time, reversal accelerations
are lower than tl,e initial peaks, and anvil-table body vibrations are not excited. The
revwrsal acceleratiou thus has the form of a fairly simple negative pulse. There is an addi-
tional positive pu!se when the anvil tahbe comes to rest, which is much longer .nd lower
tG oi the others.
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The presence of high-frequency phenomena in the anvil-table acceleration waveforms

requires the use of high-cutoff-frequency filters. A cutoff of 1000 Hz was found to be
adequate. A cutoff of 300 Hz was also used, but while some useful information can be
obtained, the frequencies involved in the motion at the time of hammer impact are so

high that the waveform was seriously distorted.

Load Velocity

The low-pass filter formed by the support channels protects the load from the sudden
changes in velocity seen at the anvil table. The most striking feature of the load velocity
is the fundamental oscillation, with, of course, an underlying velocity step as a dc bias.
The load velocity is basically of the (1- cos) form (Fig. 59). If the anvil table does not
strike the top stops, the fundamental oscillation will die down in about 10 to 12 cycles.
With this degree of damping the maximum load velocity always occurs in the first half-
cycle. If the anvil table does strike the limit stops. a new set of transients is generated
which may act to increase or decrease the motions of the load, according to their phase.

The peak load velocity is always greater than the initial anvil-table velocity by a
percentage depenc'ing on the mass ratio, and like initial velocity it is a near linear function
of hammer impact velocity (Fig. 61). The slope of the relation depends on the mass
ratio, varying from 0.6 for the heaviest load to 1.08 for the lightest, but it is not affected
by the mounting dimension. As with the LWSM, the peak load velocity for a given hammer
drop height decreaqse as the load inereasps, rqnidiv at. first and then more slowly (Fig. 65).

20

14 5 5 FT HAMMER DROP

'4

2

0 ;000 200oo ýoo 4000 5000
LOAD WEIGHT (LBS)

Fig. 6-5 --Peak load velocity for several hamnmer
drop heights

As with the anvil-table velocity, the effect of reversal on the load velocity depends

on the phase it which it occurs. The anvil-table reversal velocity step reaches maximum

values when the phu•e of the fundamental oscillation is at whole cycles. Since the motion

of the load is opposite to that of the anvil table, the load reversal velocity step has maxima

when the fundamental is at odd half cycles (Fig. 66). If the reversal occurs at the first
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Fig, 66 - Variation of load reversal velocity with phase

angle. of fundamental o.-cillation

load. velocity peak, the velocity change m~ay be more than twice as great as that due to1
the hammer impac~t, although it never reaches the ratio of 2.5 which is theoretically

possible.

Load Accelerationi

The low-pass filter action mentioned with reg,.ld to the load velocity is even more

apparent in the load acceleration. Hfigb frequency components are small, and either 300- l
or 1000-t1z filtration is ,satisfactory (Fig. 59). As load arid hamnmer drop height increase,s,
the basically nonlinear nature of the supporting channels becomes noticeable. While the •-
load acceleration waveform is nearly sinuC.oidal fox' low loads and drops, for high ones the-i~a
positive half-cycles become shorter and higher than the negative.

Like the load velocit~y, loa4 acceleration reaches its peak value due to tth,- hammer
impact during the first half-cycle of the fundamental oscillation. Also like the load •

dependent, on the mass ratio. It also depends to an extent-'on the mounting l:.7,int dimenision,
a dependence which is not noticablu in the load velocit-y (Fig. 64). Peak accelerations
range from 60 g (lightest load) and 96 g (heaviest load) for the lower drop heights of the I
test specification to 78 g (lightest load) and 144 ty (heaviest load) for the higher. For a
given mounting point dimension, the specified n)umber of channels and drop heights will
produce the same peak load accelerations regardless of load weight. The peal,, load acceler-
ation increases as the" mounting point dimerisijn is increase(], however (Fig. 637).

In contrast to the anvil-table acceleration, the load acceleration• is do~minated by the
fundamental oscillation.* As would be anticipated, the rerersal land acculeratioi, is strongly

*This dominance is not due to the fundamenltal oscillation miotions; being vastly greater at, the load thar,
at the anvil table but to the ab,,ence of tbe very high accelerations excited in the anvil taibie by its
iripacts with the hammer and the limit stops. 77he relative rnagnitudes of the fundamental motions of
load and anivil table are very nearly what would be expected for a mnaaa-spring-masis system of appropriate
inia 4v ratio.
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Fig. 67 - Load acceleration range for
class A tests

affected by the phase of the fundamental oscillation at the time of reversal and may reach
1.2 times the peak acceleration due to hammer impact if the reversal occurs at the first
half-cycle of the fundamental. Additional peaks occur at odd half-cycles, but after the
first the revcrsal, acceleration is no greater than the initial peak, if as large.

Load Frequency

The wav.eform of the load motion is nearly sinusoidal for light loads and low drops,
becoming more distorted as load and drop height increase. The distortion takes the form
of negative half-cycles becoming longer and of lower amplitude as the hinge-pivot end
constraint of the supporting channels for upward flexure is exploited more thoroughly
and has the effect of lowering the net frequency. A more substantial variation of load
frequency is Caused by the mounting point dimension, especially for light loads. By far
the greatest variation is found betwetec loads of common dimension but of weights which
fall on opposi;e sides of a demarcation line in the mounting spec fication table. The
addition or subtraction of one or two supporting channels can result in substantial fre-
quencIy c lgt. The iuwvat Iuu fLtequen;cy measured during the calbration procedure
was 55.4 Hz, hnd the highest was 71.4 liz. The average, and the value about which most
of the measured values ciustered, was 65 Hz (Table 2).

Reproduc ibility

As would be expected for an elastic machine, the MWSM does not show the systematic
change in shock characteristics with use that the LWSM does. Its variations are all in the
form of scatter-. The predictability of waveform parameters is good and is better for those
of the load m6tions than for those of the anvil table, and even better for velocities than
for accelerations. The greatest variability is related to higher-frequency components and
is probably due in part to the inevitable changes in mechanical details due to removal and
reinstallation of loads and channels.
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Table 2
Average Frequency of Fundamental

Oscillation (MWSM)

Load Wt Dimension a Number of Average Frequency
(lb) (in.) Channels (tlz)

1115 16 4 65.6

1115 24 3 71.4
2051 16 6 55.4
2051 24 5 57.5
3386 24 8 65.5
3386 32 5 68.1
4423 24 10 70.6
4423 32 7 67.7

Average 65.2

The leIst consistent parameters are the multipliers comparing the reversal parameters
to those prodiuced by the hammer impact. Even these adequately demonstiate the cyclic
nature of 11hw influence of fundamental oscillation phase.

Correlation with Model Predictions

The major features of the measured waveforms can be interpreted rather well in terms
of a mass-spring-mass system with an impulsive inpvt followed at some later time by a
second opposit:ly Jlrected impulsive input. Prediction of the effect of the latter input is
improved by coisidering some damping and the effects of gravity to better estimate the
appropriate initial conditions. The agreement is better for the load than fij: the anvil
table, which when struck by the hammer reveals that it is not in fact a perfectly rigid
mass. The most sernou- deviations in the measured load motions, at least with the compact
dead-weight loads user; acre, are due to the nature of the velocity meter. This will not
be the case for a more cotmplex load structure, which would presumably have a higher
center of ..... y, .... J,,,, 1 ut. uue arovi- labe mure substantial, and

also have a multimcdal response, making tiie rotation of more consequence.

In keeping with the order of the function, the velocity agreements are better than
those of acceleration. Discrepancies of peak load velocities are less than 20%, and for

the heavier loads 10% or less. The discrepancies for peak accelerations, on the other hand,
are over 25% and as much as 57%. Interestingly, they are largest with the heavier loads,
indicating the influence of the nonlinear spring characteristic of the supporting channels
and the sensitivity of acceleration to the high-frequency structure of the waveform
(Table 3).

On the measured frequencies and masses, the effective stiffness of the supporting
channels may be calculated at 1 or 2 X 106 lb/ft/channel. The value of the damping
coefficient may be estimated from the relative amplitudes of successive motional maxima
and appears to be equivalent to about 4 or 5% of critical for normal load mounting
methods. In general, it becomes larger as 'he amplitude decreases, indicating that it is
largely of the frictional, or Coulomb, type.
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Table 3
Comparison of Measured and Predicted
Peak Load Velocities and Accelerations

Ratio of Peak Load Velocity Ratio of Peak Load Acceleration
Mass to Initial Velocity to Initial Velocity
Ratio

_ Exer. Yheor. % Error Exper. Theor. % Error

0.25 1.91 1.60 16.2 14,4A 10.2 29.2
0.24 2.00 1.61 19.5 15.0 11.2 25.3
0.46 1.67 1.37 17.6 11,5 7.4 35.7
0.45 1.74 1.38 20.3 :3.9 7.7 44.6
0.70 1.30 1.17 10.0 12,0 7.5 37A4
0.70 1.30 1 1.17 10.0 15.7 7.8 50.3
0.90 1.17 1.05 10,3 10.4 7.2 30.8
0.90 1.11 1.05 5.4 14.3 7.0 57.0

Output Shock Spectra (18,29)

The reed gage attached to the calibration loads had reeds with natural frequencies of
40, 73, 91, 103, 122, 157, 203, 221, 353, and 418 H7- The reed gage on the anvil table
had reeds with natural frequencies of 20, 40, 103, 203, 353, 418, 554, and 920 Hz,
unfortunately lacking any in the vicinity of the fundamental oscillation frequency.

Anvil-Table Sh.i.ck S"Pectra

Since the reed gage attached to the anvil table lacked a reed neaw the fundamental
oscillation frequency, its impression of the anvil-table motion was primarily the velocity
step component. Therefore, the measured spectra are of simple velocity shock (Fig. 68).
Since it also lacked a reed at 750 Hz, the ringing frequency of the anvil table is not
indicated either. This is an excellent illustration of the failings of reed gages.

101

) 10 100 0 I000

TII•

Fig. 68 - Shock spectrum rof anvil table for 3-ft drop, 3-in.
travel blow Nith a 1115-lb load
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Load Shock Spectra

The load shock spectra are in more comforting circumAttuce. The 73-Hz reed, although
removed from the fundamental frequencies to a greater or le:,.er degree, is close enough
to indicate that this is the dominating feature of the load niotions. The shock spectra
demonstrate the limit to constant acceleration above this frequency and try to show the
velocity shock region to the best of the reed gage's :bility. As the shock machine control
parameters are varied, the peak at 73 Hz rises and falls; ut largely continues to be the
salient feature of the shock spectrum. This variation could be due to tile fundamental
oscillation frequency being shifted around in the selectivity band of the 73-liz reed as
much as to actual variation in its strength.

Effects of Hammer Drcp Height

Increase in the height of hammer dror, :.as the effect of raising the level of the shock
spectrum without changing its shape. The ie-,el of the spectra for blows representing the
higher drops of the standard shock test specification is ab(out 150% that of the jower
drops, roughly in the same ratio as peak load velocitieg; and accelerations (Fig. 69).

O ROJP I] PLOWS

Ps

',,,o ,.. OOIoo

Ir CUENCY ( 100

Fig. 69 - Effect ot a.z--ne- drop height. Shock spectra
of Grou? I (1.5 ft) 'ind Group U (2.5 ft) blows for a
2051-1t, loan, mourning dimension 16 in.

Effects of Load Weight

Interestingly enough, increasing the load weight seems to increase the shock spectrum
level, almost entirely at the high-frequency end, which is presumably due to the waveform
distortion noted previously for high thop and heavy loads (Fig. 70). This might be some-
what alarming in -'iw of tive intention of the MWSM to provide less severe shock to
heavier equipment,,. Howver, the frequencies which are most affected are from 353 Hz
and beyond, white those below 200 Hz may decrease, and the 73-Hz level definitely
decreases, as it should. The region between 200 and 353 Hz remains a mystery since no
reed was located twiere. In any event, the frequency range below 200 Hz is certainly the
only area of covrn.ecuencv for shipboard equipments, and it is reasonably safe to say that
for pra- t : :i! l-pposes tM! shock severity does decrease with increasing load.
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Effects of Mounting Dimension

Increasing the distance between mounting points also has the effect of selectively
raising the shock spectrum levels at high frequencies (Fig. 70). This is in accord with the
increased stiffness of the mounting arrangement indicated by the increase in fundamental
oscillation frequency. The effect is probably not significant for practical test equipments.

Effects of Anvil-Table Travel

The anvil-table travel has no consistent effect. With the heavier loads, there is some
tendency for the high-frequency (>200 Hz) end of the spectrum to be a trifle greater for
1.5-inch travel blows than for 3.0 inch. This tendency is reversed in the more important
region of the fundamental oscillation frequency (Fig. 70). Such variations are much
smaller than those due to the other machine variables. It is interesting that a parameter
which can affect the load motion's waveform so strongly has so little influence on its
shock spectrum. It is also iioticeable that when the change in load velocity due to reversal
is large, the time in which it takes place is relatively short, which would tend to stimulate
the higher-frequency reeds more than the lower.

Reproducibility

The specification shock test calls for three groups of two identical blows. Comparison
of the load shock spectra for these pairs of blows, pius two additional groups of three
identical blows, shows the reproducibility to be generally good (Fig. 71). The variations
above 200 Hz are commensurable with the uncertainties in reading the reed gage records.
Variations below 200 Hz may be attributed to random variations in machine performance
probably deriving from such sources as slight differences in bolt tightness.

Correlation with Model Predictions

The model used to calculate load shock spectra was the undamped, mass-spring-maqs
system with rigid stops, and allowing for gravity. Spectra were computed *or mass ratios
of 0.45 and 0.9, corresponding approximately to the loads of 2051 lb and 4423 lb, and
were computed for the epochs before and after the reversal event. The agreement between
these curves and the measured spectral points is reasonably good for frequencies below
about 2.5 times the fundamental oscillation frequency. Above this value, it remains
fairly good for the lighter load, but the measured points are much higher than the theoretical
curve for the heavier load (Fig. 72). This indicates the inadequacy of the simple model
to express the actual mass distribution when the load mass is close to that of the anvil
table, as was also exemplified by the departure of the load-velocity waveform from the
simple shape predicted by the model.

Nonstandard Operation

Like the LWSM, the MWSM has also been used to generate special waveforms. These
waveforms and the methods used to produce them do not form part of the standard shock
test or its specification.
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Fig. 71 - Shock spectra for repeated Group 1 (1.5 ft) blows
with a 2051-lb load, mounting dimension 24 in.

Simple Pulse Shock (30)

The MWSM may easily be used to provide the commonly required initial ramp saw-
tooth and half-sine pulse shock waveforms. The test equipment is attached directly to
the anvil table, with no flexible fixtures intervening unless they are considered part of
the test equipment. All impacting surfaces of the MWSM (anvil-table impact pad, anvil-
table travel top limit stoos and bottom stops) arepadded .wth appr,-priate shcch- od., rat
ing material. For sawtooth pulses the material, shown in Fig. 73, is plastic (lead or solder),
and for the half-sine pulses it is elastic (polyurethane).

A.4ie plastic element attached to the anvil-table impact pad is a cone whose weight
is appropriate to the desired pulse duration. When the hammer impacts, the anvil table
accelerates for 6 to 8 ms, until the velocities of the anvil table and hammer are matched.

/ The acceleration then drops to -1 g in 1 or 2 ins. This represents an elastic contribution
mostly from the machine, setting a lower limit to the possible buildup timc and imparting
a slight velocity difference between hammer and anvil table. The anvil table rises until
it strikes the elements at the top limit stops, which are also padded plastically, and
decelerates over a period of some 25 to 30 ms. During this epoch, the hammer may
catch up with the a-ivn tAule rild impact again. it then swings back sad the anvil table
drops onto the bottom stops. The material for the bottom stop elements may be plastic
or elastic since these elements do not play a signficant role in the shock production.
Elastic elements are more convenient since they need not be replaced. Peak accelerations
from the primary hammer impact of up to 60 g (Figs. 74 and 75) may be produced.
The peak accelerations from the secondary hammer impact (if any) may run from 10 to
20 g (Fig. 74).

The elastic elements, shown in Fig. 76, used for half-sine pulses are formed from
polyurethane with a Shore A durometer reading of 65. The loading on the anvil-table
impact pad element is so great that it is quite nonlinear, and the resulting anvil-table
acceleration waveform departs seriously from half-sine if drops above a few inches are
used. However, drops of up to 3 inches can produce reasonable half-sine pulses of up to
about 7 g, with durations of 20 to 30 ins (Fig. 77).

• ! I I II I I I I I
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Fig. 73 - Plastic (solder) elements for generating sawtooth pulses with the NlWSM. Shown
(lower) before deformation and (upper) after, these elements are attached to (a) the anvil, (b)
the bottom stops, and (c) the top stopb.
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Fig. 74 - Anvil-table motion for a 4-ft hammer drop with a

21-oz pLastic (solder) element

Plate Mounting

Some types of equipment, such as reactor components, are required or permitted to
be shock-tested by procedures different from those of MIL-S-901. Typically, these shock
tests are required to provide a mounting system such that a specified fixed-base natural
frequency shall result and that hammer drop heights and table travels shall be as given

by the schedule of MIL-S-901 for the all-up weight on the anvil table. Another type of
specification might require that a mounting system and machine operation procedure shall
be such that a specified fundamental oscillation frequency and peak load velocity shall be
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S30 Fig. 76 - Sawtooth pulse amplitude as a function of
W hammer impact velocity
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Fig. 76 - Elastic elements (polyurethane) used between the impact
surfaces: (a) anvil, (b) top AtopG, and (c) botitem siupb. All ,re
I in. thick, (a) and (c) .tave 4-in. diameters, and (b) has a 5.2-in,
O.D. and a 2.3-in. I.D.

produced. Still another may require that a specified shock spectrum envelope shall be
produced at the load mounting points. This last procedure was once fairly common, then
fell into abeyance as the complexities of interpreting shock spectra properly became
appreciated. It is now reappearing. Since its renascence is largely localized in fields with
little previous acquaintance with shock and shock design, there seems little reason to hope
that the present practitioners are any more knowledgeable than the last.

Tbh frequencies specified for tests of the two former types are generally too low to

be provided by the usual support channels. The dynamic stresses are entirely too high,
and bending may be so rapid that the fundamental oscillation persists for only a cycle
or less. A convenient way around this problem is to interpose a steel plate between the
support channels and the test equipment, which is arranged so that its long axis lies
parallel to the support channels. This system may be tuned by moving the support channels
in and out to vary the effective free span of the plate and by such traditional tricks as
judicious use of spacers. The plate will still yield somewhat, but the depth of plastic
penetration is vastly less than would occur in the support channels alone and has no
noticeable influence on the load motions. In time, the deformation may accumulate to
an unsightly extent, whereupon the plate can be turned over for the next test.

Deck Motion Simulation

NSRDC is investigating ways to modify the operation of the MWSM to provide the
large displacements and low frequencies characteristic of deck motions. The projected
technique would not entail the extensive modifications of the machine structure that
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Fig. 77 -- Acceleration curvce• using polyurethane elemecnts of the dimensions shown in Pig. 76
and with a 65 Shore A durometer hardness. Hamnmer drop heights were (a) I in., (b) 2 it.., (c)
3 ;n., (d) 5 in., (e) 8 in., (f) 1 it, (g) 2 ft, (h) 3 it, and (i) 4 ft.

were used with the LWSM but would constitute an elastic mounting system to be placed
between the anvil table and the test equipment. The displacements involved would
accordingly be limited to much less than the 12 inches permitted by the modified LWSM.

30° Corner Bulkhead

The 300 corner bulkhead (Fig. 55) is an auxiliary mounting adapter which permits
shock motion to be induced along all three axes of a test equipment simultaneously. It
is intended as an adjunct to the standard mounting arrangement, not as a replacement

* for it.

The bulkhead is a stiff and massive structure which is attached to spacer rails mounted
on the anvil table. It has so many response modes of its own that the respon ;e of an
equipment mounted in it is difficult to forecast, but by and large the normal modes of
the overall structure will be those of the bulkhead, little influenced by those of the test
equipment. The velocity measured at the corner of the bulkhead (the most compliantI part of its structure) has the same character as that of the anvil table with strong., well-
sustained sinusoidal components ut 250 Hz and integral multiples, and a minor 130-Hzj component. The displacements associated with these components are small. A severe{ input to the test equipment may be the racking occasioned by the motion of the bulkhead's
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sides, which flap considerably. However, there are equipments which have inadequacies
that are best revealed when shock is directed along two or three axes simultaneously, and
for this reason it is desirable that some blows of the shock test should be delivered with
the equipment on a 30' mounting.

Excessive Load Weights

The original schedule of specification blows provided tpeak load veiocities of 11.5
ft/sec. Equipments weighing up to 4800 lb still receive tests of this severity. Dead-weight
loads in excess of 4800 lb cannot be given this velocity; since the hammer is 5.5 ft long,
it cannot be dropped from a height greater than 5.5 ft. With the curtent standard load
limit of 6000 lb the peak attainable load velocity is 9.5 ft/sec at best, and usually lower.
In view of this decrease in test severity at the high end of the load range, it may be
de.irable to modify the test procedure for items in the 5000- to 6000-lb range. For example,
tests of such items could simply be transferred to the Floating Shock Platform, or light-
weight mounting components could be fabricated from high-strength alloys. In any event,
it would be well to hold the total load on the anvil table to around 6000 lb.

THE NAVY FLOATING SHOCK PLATFORM

History (31)

In the absence of suitable shock machines for te~ting equipments weighing in excess

of about 4500 lb, fetual shock testing of heavy shipboard items was limited to what could
be installed on board a ship undergoing a series of shock tests. The .i.tuation. largelyJ
itvolved calculating shock response plus occasional spot checks by actual test. Although
capable of providing the best, proof test imaginable, a ship undergoing shock tests is not a
convenient device for equipment development. The expense is great and the shock severity
is usually limited to a level which assures survival of the ship.

In 1959 the first Floating Shock Platform (FSP) was designed and built by the Under-
water Explosion Research Division (UERD) cf NSRDC at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard.
It consists of an open steel barge capable of handling all-up loads to 30,000 lb (40,000 lb
writh restrictions on the location of the center of gravity) which is exposed to a series of
underwater explosions. Test equipments are installed as they are o,, slipboa:d, and the
test hopefully approaches the actua! ser-4e" conditions while providing the conveniences
of accessibility, controlled shock environment, and economy obtained with a laboratory
test machine. Since 1959, additional FSP's have been built, most of them somewhat
larger than the original. The larger version has a total load capacity of 40,000 lb (or
60,000 lb if the center of gravity is not too high), and plans are in progress for the con-
struction of a similar device for loads up to 320.000 lb.

A somewhat similar shock test device is the Submarine Test Vehicle (SSTV), which
has recently been placed in service. This is essentially a submersl .e FSP, consisting of a

segment of submarine hull in which equipments are attached with their normal founda-
tions. The SSTV is then submerged and exposed to a series of underwater explosions.

I
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Description

The original FSP is a rectangular double-bottomed barge 22 ft long by 16 ft wide;
the double-bottom structure is heavily reinforced and 3 feet deep. Sides 3 feet high and
1 foot through enclose the usable workspace of 20 X 14 ft. Freeboard is further increased
by the addition of 3-ft-high bulwarks atop the sides for a total height of 9 ft. The structure
is topped with a canopy which provides protection from weather and plume spray and
can be removed to permit free access to the workspace for installation and removal of
test equipments. The larger version is similar except for its 6 ft greater length. The deck
and bottom reinforcing members are 20.4-lb HY-80 plate, the bottom and sides are 40-lb
STS plate, and the bulwark structure is 5.1-lb mild steel plate. The waterproof cover of
the original FSP is steel-framed canvas, but this item is irrelevant to the shock characteristics
and wide design variations are permitted.

The unloaded FSP weighs about 85,000 lb, draws about 4 ft of water, and provides
an internal volume of 20 (or 26) ft long by 14 ft wide by roughly 15 ft high t3 the center
of the canopy (Fig. 78).

*IWO

Fig. 78 - The Navy Floating Shock Platform (FSP). This FSP is one
of the larger version (28 ft X 16 ft) and is located at the West Coast
Shock Facility (WCSF), Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, San Francisco,
California.
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Mounting Arrangements

The test equipment should be mounted on a foundation structure which duplicates
that of its shipboard mounting or approaches this ideal as closely as possible. For most
equipments this may be done simply by bolting or welding their standard shipboard
mounting foundaticns to the FSP deck. For some it is necessary to first erect a structure
which simulates a particular region of the ship and to attach the shipboard mounting
foundation to this structure.

Operating Procedure

The normal test procedure is to tow the loaded FSP to the test area and subject it
to a series of underwater explosions at increasing proximity, the last being close enough
to cause shock motions on the FSP which approximate thobe found on ships during severe
shock attack (Fig. 79). The charge weight is standardized at 60 lb, the depth of detonatiun
at 24 ft below the surface of the water, and the orientation such that a straight line from
the charge to •he center of geometry of the FSP bisects its long axis at right angles. The
shock test control variable is "standoff," the horizontal distance from the near side of
the FSP to the charge. The shots of thc test series are detonated at standoffs of 60, 40,
30, 25, and 20 ft, in that order. A recent modification of this procedure requires the
second (40-ft standoff) shot of the test series to be performed with the charge located
forward of the FSP and on its projected center line. It is anticipated that tlis requirement
for a fore-and-aft input will be retained in future editions of MIL-S-90i.

After each shot the test equipment and installation are inspected, and mounting
fasteners are retightened as necessary. As with the LWSM and MWSM equipment, per-
formance is evaluated on the basis of its assigned category of importance. Water depth is
not specified but should be around 35 to 40 ft at least. The maximum radius of the gas
bubble on the first expansion is slightly less than 15 ft so that the bubble does not vent
and the first bubble pulse is radiated. During the contraction phase the bubble's velocity
toward the surface is greatly increased, and the bubble vents on the second expansion.

Calibration of Shock, Outvpt . .- 2

The shock motions of the FSP are considerabiy different from those of the LWSM
and MWSM in several important xespects. First, the shock input is not unidirectional but
has strong vertical and athwartship, or vertical and fore-and-aft, components, which depend
on the test orientation. Second, the rigid-body displacements are not limited by travel
stops but by the characteristics of the detonation and the FSP response. These displace-
ments are sizable in vertical and athwarthhip or vertical and fore-and-aft translations and
in the rotations which couple them. Third, the relative strengths of vertical and athwartship
input components are not the same for all shots since they are given at constant depth
but varying standoff. Fourth, the test-item/shock-machine interactions are much more
signiificant. Test loads in this weight range are so large, and the FSP structure required
to support them must be so r-igid, that its test load cannot be considered as simply a rigid
dead-weight load. These differences add great complications to the calibration procedure,
and the last prevents output descriptions as simple as those for the LWSM and MWSM.
To reduce the data from the FSP to the same basis, it is necessary to compensate for the
reactance of the test structure, which is unfortunately ill defined.
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Fig, 79 - The FSP at an early stage of a close-in shot

Test Arrangement

The factors which influence the shock behavior of the FSP are the test-load weight,
th.e Charge .. ight, and the geometry of the tist. -t1un- Three test-load weights were
selected: 35,800 Ib, 18,400 Ib, and 9,000 lb. Charge weights were mostly the standard
60 Ib, but some were 90-lb charges. Some of these were placed at locations chosen to
produce the same shock severity as the standard 60-1b charges (to check the shock factor
scaling law) and others were placed close in to provide higher shock severities than those
of the standard test specification. The test geometry was varied by changing the standoff
(20, 30, 40, 60, and 80 ft) and depth (10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 ft) of the charge and also
by moving the charge forward so that the line connecting it to the FSP's center of geometry
formed a 30' angle to the normal (Fig. 80). Some pairs of identical shots were made to
reveal shot-to-shot variations.

Test Procedure

The test load consisted of a damnaged diesel engine and its shipboard foundation,
together weighing 35,800 lb. When all removable parts had been striplped off, the weight.
was 18,400 l11. The lightest load, 9000 lb, consisted of two sections of 2-inch steel plate
bolted to half of the engine foundation (Fig. 81). It was felt that since the reactance of
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(a) The standard test series specified by MIL-S-901 requires five 60-lb charges to
be exploded at a depth of 24 ft and distances of 60, 40, 30, 25, and 20 ft from
the near side of the FSP.

o 60 lb CHARGE
0 90 lb CHARGE

S35,800 Ib LOAD

2 18,400 V) LOAD
3 9,000 lb LOAD
A 300 INCIDENCE
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AA AAA AAA 1,2,3
AAA- 0 0 0

I i,2, ,2,3
A A A A 1,2,3

30 0 0 0 0 0

(b) The FSP calibration test series was more comprehensive. The schematic locates
the shots in the deptbstardoff plane. The load configurations for which shots were
fired are indicated by the numbers above (60-lb charges) or below (90-lb charges)
the shot indicator. In addition to the normal incidence shots, some were made
with 300 incidence, where the normal array geometry was maintained but rotated
300 forward about the depth axis through the center of the FSP. These shots are
indicated by the addition of an A below the load indicator for the corresponding
normal shot. For example, the indicator at standoff 30 depth 10 reads that 60-lb
charges were detonated at normal incidence with test loads of 35,800 lb, 18,400 lb,
and 9,000 lb, and that a 60-lb charge was also detonated at 30 incidence with a
test load of 35,800 lb. The indicator at standoff 20 depth 20 reads that 60-lb
charges were detonated at normal incidence and nt 300 incidence with all three test
loads, and that a 90-lb charge was detonated at normal incidence with a test load
of 9000 lb.

Fig. 80 - Schematic of the shot geometry for FSP tests
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Fig. 81 - The test load for the FSP calibration series. This is an inoperable submarine
diesel engine weighing 35,800 lb. After being stripped of all removable parts, its
weight was 18,400 lb. The final test load of 9000 lb was attained by removing the
engine, cutting its foundation in two, and attaching steel plates to one of the halves.

the load would have to be considered anyway, the convenience and economy of using an
object at hand would outweigh the analytical conveniences of using specially designed
load structures. It was realized that the diesel engine foundation had not been designed
for shock resistance, except for the use of static multipliers ("shock design numbers"),

which are intended to ensure that sufficient bolts are used to prevent flight. This procedure
represents shock design at its crudest level, and foundation structures based on it may be
expected to deform plastically and move about under shock since these factors are not
considered at all. It was hoped that by starting with one of the more severe shccks and

with maximum test load, the inadequacies of the design would be revealed immediately,
and that when appropriate renovations had been made the new foundation structure would
be suitable for the purpose.

Inadequacies did indeed become apparent immediately, but after renovation new
ones continued to appear. After a time the information available on the spot indicated
no further deterioration, and no new repairs were necessary. Later analysis of the recorded
data revealed that in fact deformations were still occurring at a magnitude sufficient to
cause the characteristics of the foundation structure to be constantly changing. It was
only for the lightest load configuration that the test load structure could be considered
the same for all shots.

=.$
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Fig. 82 - Schematic of the FSP structure and test load founda-
tion showing the locations of input transducers. Note that loca-
tions 2, 3, 7, and 8 lie atop athwartship stringers, location 4 lies
above a longitudinal stringer, and location I lies above an inter-
section. Locations 5 and 6 lie over the centers of cells. The line
marked 300 indicates the axis of the test array for 300 incidence
shots.

Measurement Instrumentation

The motion transducers used were seismic-magnet-type velocity meters (natural fre-
quency 5 Hz, displacement capacity 5 inches) and an assortment of accelerometers, mostly
of the strain gage type and mostly with natural frequencies of about 2 kHz. These were
attached in various combinations to the base of the engine foundation at selected points
or to the adjacent deck (Fig. 82). The arrangement of transducers attached at specific
pntsM. to measure ,,arinc shnock motfion nomnonPnf.t was varied frnm ghnt to shno,. This

technique allowed extrapolation of the values measured to give an estimate of those which
were not. Considerable difficulty was experienced with the poor shock resistance of the
transducers themselves. They are intended primarily for uniaxial shock, and the cross-axis
shock proved highly deleterious. After appropriate signal conditioning, the outputs from
the transducers were recorded on magnetic tape and later analyzed for peak velocities
and accelerations. Shock spectra were then calculated by digital computer.

In a later series of standard specification tests, the rigid-body displacements (athwart-
ship, vertical, and the coupled rotation) were evaluated from dockside high-speed movies.
The test loads ranged from about 30,000 to 40,000 lb, the variation having little influence
on the motion.
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Output Shock Motion Waveforms (33,34)

Description

The most significant part of the FSP response to the primary shock wave occurs within
about 50 ms after its anrival. By this time the rigid-body motion due to the surge of water
displaced by the gas bubble is considerable, and this remains the most important feature
until about 600 ms after the arrival of the primary shock wave. The rigid-body displace-
ments (vertical and athwartship) have the basic form of a half-sine pulse of 600-ms duration.
At about the time this displacement has returned to zero, the first bubble pulse arrives b, t
is insignificant in shock effect compared to the primmy shock wave. The motion tails off
with undershoot from the rigid-body displacements, and finally the FSP rocks from the
surface waves excited by venting of the gas bubble. The important epoch of the entire
process occurs when the effects of the primary shock wave are in full force. There may,
of course, be individual cases when other epochs will also be important.

The timing of the sequence outlined above is that for a 20-ft standoff and will be
somewhat different for the less severe shots. The general features will remain the same.

The character of the deck motion waveform is strongly affected by the structure of
the FSP at the point of measurement, more strongly than by the test control parameters.
Vertical velocities measured above the stiffeners feature a very sharp initial rise of about
1 ms or less, followed by a gradual decay with fairly sirong iiiwu.siotlal COtuiupOniets of 21,
47, 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz (Fig. 83a). Those measured at the center of the unsupported
span show very nearly a damped (1 - cos) wave at 100 Hz carried on a basic 18 Hz and
in turn carrying a 1000-Hz rider (Fig. 83b). Athwartship velocities are less distinctive.
Both locations have sharp rise times and (1 - cos)-type waveform with a dominant fre-
quency of about 200 Hz. This component is rapidly (2-3 cycles) damped to the same
footing as the other major components, 100 H1z and 15 H1z. In addition, there is a
component at 1000 Hz which is small and rapidly damped in the center of the span and
strong and well sustained ovel the stiffeners (Figs. 83c and 83d).

Some estimates have been made of the natural frequencies which might be expected
from the FSP. The rigid-body modes - heave, pitch, and roll - are around 1 Hz. The
free-free beam frequencies calculate to 120 Hz (fore and aft) and 310 Htz (athwartship).
No serious attempts have been made to calculate plate frequencies since the reliability of
the answers would hardly justify the difficulty of the calculation, but the lowest plate
mode may be somewhere in the range 50 to 100 Hz. The frequency associated with the
unloaded deck plating between stiffeners might run from about 100 Hz to 140 Hz, depend-
ing on the loading condition of adjacent areas of the plating. The presence of a concentrated
load in an unsupported space could reduce its membrane frequency to practically any
value, however.

The effects of the test control parameters are largely to vary the amplitudes and fine
structure of the velocity waveform, while its basic character remains primarily determined
by the FSP deck structure. In this respect the FSP deck is very much like the LWSM
mounting-plate/anvil-plate combination. The presence of the engine foundation itself has
little influence except for the lower frequencies, as would be expected. As in the LWSM,
the higher-frequency components are decidedly localized and in any event have little
significance to shipboard equipments.
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Fig. 83 - Influence of FSP structure on velocity waveforms
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The recorded transducer outputs were restricted to the significant range by filtration
before peak accelerations and velocities were read. The cutoff frequency was set at the
value which ga,,e agreement between peaks read from filtereAl acceleration recordings and
graphically determined slopes of velocity recordings. This value was 250 liz, in reasonably
good agreement with the traditional 300 Hz generally used for shipboard shock analysis.
Both velocity and acceleration records were filtered with t,,his cutoff before the peak values
were read.

Effects of Measurement Location

The magnitudes and relative magnitudes of the peak velocities in the three component
directions are influenced not only by the test geometry but also by the structure of the
FSP at the point where the measurement is made and the structure of the test load. With
so many variables, the pattern of FSP shock motions is somewhat confused. Somec simplifi-
cation can be made by averaging the values measured at the various locations to provide
a measure of the overall shock input to the test load. This was done to the measured
values of peak and spectral velocities to provide the values plotted in Figs. 84 through 86
and Figs. 91 through 93. Averaging is complicated by the variation of transducer locations
from shot to shot. Of the input locations, only locations 3, 4, 5, and 6 were monitored
consistently. Comparison of the averages found from this set alone with those found from
the complete set of input locations (available for some shots) indicates that the overall
averages he quit.e co.. "bste.tly at 0.9•1 of Uhe restricted averages. Accordingly, when a
reasonably complete set of input values were not available, the averages from 3, 4, 5, and 6
were used after multiplication by 0.91.

16
1 PEAK VELOCITIES

0 90001b LOAD

A 18-4001b LOAD
(4 0 35,9O0ib LOAD

OPEN SYMBOLS NORMAL INCIDENCE
CLOSED SYMBOLS: 30' INCIDENCE

12-

UJ

00
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,.-VERTICAL

U A0ATHWARTSHIP

1 0 ~-FORE AND AFT
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Fig. 84 - Peak velocity vg standoff for a 10-ft depth. The
trend lines are given as a fiducial convenience and do not
represent any particular formula for shock factor. They
have been drawn to corespond roughly with the data for
normal incidence tests with a 35,800-lb load.
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Fig. 85 - Peak velocity vs standoff for a 20-ft depth
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Fig. 86 - Peak velocity s s1andoff for a 30-ft deFrth
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The highest peak velocities are associater! with the more flexible measurement loca-
tions because the stiffer locations have motions richer in high-frequency components and
are more affected by the filtration. Since the vertical and athwartship stiffnesses at the
stiffer locations are more nearly comparable, the shock motions are more nearly alike.

JThis is reflected by the relative magnitudes of the peak athwartship velocities with respect
to the peak vertical velocities being larger than at the softer locations. Moreover, the
spread of peak vertical velocities is somewhat greater (± 20%) than that of peak, .th ,arwhip
velocities (±15%) (Figs. 84 through 88). Evidently, then, the FSP is relativelý sti.'f in the
athwartship and fore-and-aft directions, of somewhat less stiffness in the vertical direction
at the hard spots, and considerably less stiff in the vertical direction at the soft spots.
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Fig. 87 - Peak athwartship and fore-and-aft velocities as functions of peak vertical
velocity for normal incidence shots. Note that athwartship peaks cluster along the
60% line, and fore-and-aft peaks cluster along the 16% line.

Effects of Measurement Orientation

Peak velocities in the vertical direction are greatest, and those in the fore-and-aft
direction are smallest, even for the angled shots. The latter are so small as to be negligible,
but special cases may arise where the nature of the west equipment require. that they be
considered. Peak athwartship velocities average about 60% of the vertical peaks, although
the relationship between the magnitudes is not truly linear due to the -4anging geometry
of the test setup (Fig. 67). The higher velocities occur with short standoffs, where the
vertical component is more pronounced. The fore-and-aft peak velocities are about 15%
oi the vertical and are a more-or-less constant fraction. It is interesting that the peak
accelerations in the athwartship direction are larger than those in the vertical direction
for shl-low, close-in shots with the 35,800-lb load (although not for the lighter loads),
indicating the substantial high-frequency content of the athwartship motions.,
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Fig. 88 - Peak athwartship and fore-and-aft velocities as functions of peak vertical
velocity for 300 incidencb shots. Here the athwartship and fore-and-aft peaks
cluster around the 50% and 25% lines, respectively.

Effects of Load Weight

The variation of load weight in the calibration test series was only 24% of the average
total. While load weight is thus not a dominating parameter, it does have some effect,
and this may come from two conflicting actions. The first is simple presence of additional
mass which tends to decrease the shock severity. The second is additional draft which
tends to increase shock severity for shallow shots. The latter factor is presumably responsible
for the excess of peak athwartship accelerations over peak vertical accelerations for the
heaviest load weight with appropriate shot geometry. These two actions combine to the
end that the shock is usually most severe with the 18,400-1b load, followed more often
than not by that with the 9000-lb load. The overall variation of peak velocity with load
weight runs about 10% (Figs. 84 and 86).

Effects of Charge Orientation

Placement of the charge along a line at 30* off the perpendicular to the FSP axis
has no significant effect on the vertical motions and little on the athwartship motions,
but it does about double those in the fore-and-aft direction (Fig. 88). Even so, they are
considerably smaller than those in the two other directions, being about half as great as
the athwartship motions. The peak athwartship velocities show the slight decrease to be
expected from geometry, dropping to about 52% of the vertical. The fore-and-aft peak
velocities rise to about 25% of the vertical, while the geometry would indicate a fraction
of 30%. There is considerable scatter, however.
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Effects of Charge Depth

The depth of the detonation is not a strong influence on the shock intensity, being
more noticeable for its effect on the relative magnitudes of peak velocities in the component
directions. Shots with the charge at a 10-ft depth yield somewhat lower peak velocities
than the others, but little change is observable for depths of 15 ft and greater (Figs. 84
and 86).

The peak velocities in the vertical and athwartship directions are comparable for
shallow shots (although the vertical peak is always the greater). As the depth is increased,
the peak vertical velocity increases and the peak athwartship declines until the depth is
about equal to the standoff, after which time their values remain essentially constant. The
fore-and-aft peak velocities are totally indifferent to shot depth.

Effects of Standoff

Charge standoff is the control variable of the specification shock test and by far the
most significant in its effect on the shock motions induced. The peak velocities for an
80-ft standoff are only about 30% of those for 20 ft (Figs. 84 through 86 and Table 4).
The character of the motions remains essentially unchanged, and other than the decrease
in magnitude the only effect is variation in relative magnitudes due to the change in
geometry of the test arrangement.

Table 4
Multiplication Factors Relating Shock Inputs

by Charge Standoff

Standoff Multiplier

(ft) Vertical Athwartship I Fore and Aft

20 1.0 1.0 1.0
30 0.7 0.8 0.8
40 0.6 0.7 0.7

Effects of Charge Weight

Charges of 90 lb rmther than the specified 60 ib produce greater shock severity, but

the increase is slightly less than that predicted by the shock factor. Placement of 90-lb
charges at standoffs calculated to provide the same shock factor also resulted in slightly
lower peak velocities and accelerations than the specified 60-lb charges.

Reproducibility

Duplicate shots result in very similar peak velocities (Figs. 84 through 86). The spread
is nil at some measurement locations, perhaps 20% at others, which is due to the mechanical
details of the test load installation and the condition of the FSP. The FSP is n-t an
elastic machine, as welds crack and plates bulge with use, but the normal maintenance
procedures seem adequate to pieserve predictability of shock output.
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Rigid-Body Motions (35)

On a subsequnt series of specification tests the FSP rigid-Dody motions were deter-
mined from high-speed movies. Test loads ranged frora 29,300 lb to 41,100 lb but made
little difference in the motions. Since the 20-ft standoff, 24-ft depth shot is the most
severe, only the motions produced by it will be described. Because of the symmetry of
the specification test arrangement, the rigid-body motions may be adequately described
by the vertical and athwartship displacements of the center of gravity and the rotation
about. the roll axis through it.

The largest displacement occurs in the vertical direction (as the athwartship displace-
ment is limited by th: pressure buildup on the lee side), reaching a maximum of about
16.5 inches at 300 ms after .he arrival of the shock wave (Fig. 89a). At about this same
time the athwartship displacement reaches its maximum of 5 inches (Fig. 89b), and the
rotation its maximum of 40 mrad (Fig. 89c). These motions are well described by a
half-sine displacement pulse of 600-ms duration, implying a peak "bodily" velocity of
7.2 ft/sec. After this initial pulse has passed, there is some undershoot, amounting to
8 inches in the vertical direction (about 1.9 seconds after the arrival of the shock wave)
and 5 inches in the athwartship (a little earlier than the vertical minimum). The rotational
undershoot is small (6 mrad) and occurs somewhat earlier than those of the displacements,
about 1,4 seconds after the shock wave arrives.

Output Shock Spectra (33,34)

Overall and residual shock spectra were calculated by digital computer for natural
frequencies every 2 Htz from 0 to 150 Hz. The velocity recordings were used as inputs
since this parameter is less influenced by the local properties of the measurement location,
and a few acceleration records were processed to provide a cross check. Shock spectral
values below about 20 Hz should be regarded with some reserve for two reasons. First,
the nature of the velocity meter itself, with its 5-Hz natural frequency, seriously distorts
the importance of motions in this region. Second, the spectra were calculated from the
first 200 milliseconds of the velocity record, making it difficult to distinguish frequency
components of a few hertz from each other or the de bias of the magnetic tape recorder.
A Slight ornr iJn the estimate of this de bias has a substantial effect on the shape of the
shock spectrum at the low-frequency end.

Even so, it is possible to extract some of the desired information, viz., the frequencies
for which the residual spectrum has minima. The velocity level cannot be evaluated in
this region but must be extrapolated from higlher frequencies and the displacement limit
set from other measurements. The ill-defined and changing characteristics of the load
structure render these spectra considerably less useful than could be desired. Possibly due
in part to the multiple-support nature of the foundation, the expected effect of load
weight cannot be seen to any extent, and like the waveforms the shock spectra are largely
characteristic of the measurement location. Averaging the spectral parameters measured
at the several measurement locations provides an inkling of the behavior which may be
expected with relatively nonreactive test loads. It is hoped that more data will be accurnu-
lated which will permit the influence of modal weight to be more apparent.
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The shock spectra presented in the sections on the LWSM and MWSM were of the
motions of dead-weight loads attached to rigid machines by flexible mountings. The shock
spectra from the FSP are of motions measured at the interface of a load-foundation
structure and a machine which are reactive and have comparable compliances. The shock
spectra have highly individualistic shapes which are governed by the local peculiarities of
the overall load-foundation-machine structural ensemble, and their most significant content
lies in their values at the fixed-base natural frequencies of the load-foundation system.
When the test load has been designed for a specific purpose, its modal frequencies and
weights are (in principle) known. Therefore, enough spectral points can be extracted to
define the design shock spectrum completely, although it may require several test load
structures to provide an adequate range of modal weights and frequencies.

Unfortunately, this procedure cannot be applied to the shock spectra which have
been obtained since the load structure is an unknown quantity. It is possible to make a
fairly good guess at the frequencies of the first mode or two, as has been done, but the
modal masses remain a mystery. The best estimate that can be made is based on the
observation that for simple structures, where only translatory motions are involved, the
modal mass of the first mode will be about 80% of the total mass.

Description

The basic character of the shock spectra is velocity shock. Interactions dominate
above about 130 Hz, although some may occur at lower frequencies. The spectra probably
become acceleration limited around 100 to 300 Hz, depending on the direction of the
motion component and the measurevnent location. The residual shock spectrum shows
its dips in the area of 20 Hz and multiples, indicating the natural frequencies of the test
load-foundation structure. In this region the overall spectrum is substantially flat, and the
shock spectrum value is taken as the average of the values of the overall spectrum at the
frequencies of the first few well-defined residual dips (Fig. 90). This procedure essentially
forces the shock spectrum of the FSP deck motion to a form similar to the MWSM anvil-
table motion - a low-frequency, displacement-limited region at the maximum displacement
of the motion; a high-frequency, acceleration-limited region at the highest acceleration of
the motion; and an intermediate velocity shock region where the equivalent velocity change
is taken from the average of the values at the individual measurement locations. There is,
naturally, a different shock spectrum applying to each component direction of motion.

The cutoff frequencies can be estimated by fitting the measured displacements, equivalent
velocities, and peak accelerations to this pattern. The upper cutoff frequencies (the transition
from velocity shock to acceleration limited) are 67 Hz, vertical; 220 Hz, athwartship; and
125 Hz, fore and aft. The lower cutoff (transition from displacement limit to velocity
shock) is 1.15 Hz, from the displacements measured in the vertical and athwartship direc-
tions. This implies a peak fore-and-aft displacement of about 3 inches. Since the lower
cutoff is so low, the usual design shock spectra assumed for dynamic analysis (which extend
the velocity shock region to zero frequency) are valid for soft-mounted equipments as
well as rigid mounted.

In general the shock spectrum velocity values so derived are fairly close to the peak
velocities read from the waveforms. They tend to be somewhat higher, indicating that the
filtration performed on the velocity waveforms before the peak values were read did in

i i , , i m= : i -• ' a
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fact remove some of the pertinent frequency components.* In view of this, it is hardly
surprising that the shock spectrum values should exhibit the same reaction to variation in
test parameters that the peak velocities do.

Effects of Measurement Location

The shock spectrum velocities show much the same pattern as the peak velocities but
with some interesting variations of questionable importance. The first is that the scatter
of athwartship and fore-and-aft shock spectrum velocities is generally less than the scaiter
of the peak velocities. The scatter of most of the locations' vertical shock spectrum
velocities is also less than that of the peak velocities, but one or two locations will be
far enough out of line with the rest to make the overall scatter comparable to that of the
peak velocities.

Effects of Measurement Orientation

The vertical shock spectrum velocities are comparable to and slightly larger than the
peak velocities. The athwartship shock spectrum velocities are considerably smaller than
the peak velocities (about 35-50%), and the fore-and-aft shock spectrum velocities are
larger than the peak velocities (about 50%). Therefore, the shock spectrum velocities of
the athwartship and fore-and-aft motions are much more comparable than are the peak
velocities. The athwartship shock spectrum velocities average about 35%, and fore-and-aft
20%, of the corresponding vertical shock spectrum velocities (Figs. 91 through 95). Since
the athwartship direction seems to be the stiffest, more of the velocity waveform will be
supplied by high-frequency components which will not be noticed by the load-foundation
system and will not contribute to the shock spectrum. In the fore-and-aft direction the
waveform does seem to contain a substantial component in the area of the load-foundation .j

fixed-base fundamental.

*Even so, the agreement is far better than was shown by the reed gage values on the MWSM anvil table,
demonstrating the improvements in measurement and analysis capabilities in the intervening years.
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Effects of Load Weight

Dynamic analysis of structural shock response predicts that the shock spectrum velocity
shock value should decrease smoothly as the modal mass increases. In the calibration tests,
this did not occur (Figs. 91 through 93). If the modal mass associated with the first mode
of each test load structure is taken as 80% of the total mass, the vertical shock spectrum

velocity was found to peak at a modal weight of 14,720 lb and to decrease at 28,640 lb
to a value which was still hij er than that for 7200 lb. The athwartship shock spectrum

velocity showed a similar r.ction, though much less pronounced, and only the fore and aft
exhibited the predicted uniform decline (Fig. 96).

Twr possible contributing factors are that the shock input to the FSP is not entirely
indepMndent of load weight and that the load foundation deforms plastically for shots
witQ the heavier loads. Investigations of a.s.d.o.f. system with a yielding spring indicate
that the shock spectrum value is higher than for a system of the same natural frequency

with a linear spring. A similar effect may apply to more complicated structures. Other
factors might include the imponderable action of multiple supports. The analysis of these

factors involves enormous difficulties, and it is doubtful that a structure such as this test
load will ever be feasible to model satisfactorily. A test series using loads designed specifically
for the purpose would be more profitable.

Since no clear trend for the influence of modal mass is discernible in the present data,
the spectral parameters indicated in the design shock spectra for the most severe specifica-
tion test shot (Fig. 97) represent the average values found over the range of calibrationtest loads. These spectra should be considered to apply to modes of any mass.
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Effects of Charge Orientation

The effect of detonating the charge at 30Q to the normal standoff direction is to
enhance the fore-and-aft motions somewhat while decreasing those in the athwartship
direction. This is demonstrated by the shock spectrum velocities, which drop to 30% of
the vertical for athwartship and rise to something over 20% for fore and aft (Fig. 95).

Effects of Charge l)cpth

The effects of varying the depth of the detonation are predominately the geometrical
changes in the aspect of the FSP. There are, of course, some differences due to venting
of the gas bubble for the very shallow shots, but these are relatively minor so far as the
shock environment aboard the FSP is concerned. Like the peak velocities, the shock
spectrum velocities increase somewhat as the depth is increased to a value equal to the
standoff, then are fairly constant. The athwartship shock spectrum velocity becomes a
small fraction of the vertical until about the same depth, then also renmains fairly constant.
The fore-and-aft shock spectrum velocities do not seem to depend on the depth (Figs. 91
through 93).

Effects of Standoff

Charge standoff, the control parameter of the specification shock test, controls the

shock spectrum velocities in the same way that it controls the peak velocities. It varies
their magnitudes so that those at 80-ft standoff are about 30% of those at 20 ft and varies
the relation of the component direction magnitudes by the change in geometrical arrange-
ment (Figs. 91 through 93 and Table 4).

Effects of Charge Weight

As noted in the peak velocities, increasing the weight of the charge is slightly less
influential in the shock severity than the shock factor indicates it should be (lone.
Placement of 90-lb charges to produce both shock factors duplicating those of 60-lb charges
and shock factors higher than those of 60-lb charges resulted in shock spectrum velocities
about 6% lower than expected.

Reproducibility

Occasional shots were performed under test conditions duplicating those of earlier
shots, with as many as 18 shots of various descriptions intervening. The variation in shock
spectrum velocities at a particular measurement location was usually small but could be
fairly large, possibly due to the constant rebuilding of the test load-foundation structure.
When averaged over the measurement locations, the worst-case variation in shock spectrum
velocity for duplicate shots was 16%, occurring in the spectra for the vertical motions.
The variation for the other component directions was lower (Figs. 91 through 93).

DYNAMIC DESIGN FOR SHOCK RESISTANCE

Items weighing up to 40,000 lb (or in some cases 60,000 lb) can be tested for resistance
to shipboard shock environments with the Navy shock testing device appropriate for their
weights. This range will soon be extended to 320,000 lb. In the interim, items in excess
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of 40,000 lb must rely largely on the calcu~atcd response as an indicator of shock iesiztance.
Several methods for calculating these responses have been specifica by the Navy at various
times and have had various degrees of success.

Shock Design Numbers

One of the earlier methods of dynamic design required the use of "shock design
numbers." These were presented as a set of three curves (for vertical, athwartship, and
fore-and-aft shock) of static acceleration vs equipment weight. These curves seem to have
been derived by starting at the average equivalent static acceleration found for loads on
the LWSM, passing through values found for some ship tests, and proceeding to values
considered to represent the feasible limit to construction of support structures for heavy
propulsion components (Fig. 98).
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0 too 1 00 100, o000 10,000
WEIGHT (0b)

Fig. 98 - Shock design numbers. The numbers read from ]
these curves were applied as weight multipliers at the equip-
ment center of gravity to provide loading for a static analysis
of hold-down bolts and supports.

In use, the static acceleration applying to a given equipment weight for each direction
of shock was extracted from the appropriate curve and multiplied by the equipment weight
to yield an equivalent force. This force was assumed to act at the center of gravity of the
equipment, and a static analysis of the equipment mounting feet, hold-down bolts, and
major structural members performed. Each shock direction was analyzed separately, and
coupling between directions was not considered. This procedure could presumably be
extended to include design of the foundation structure to which the equipment was attached,
but this was not required and was not usually done,

Since this method ignores the interactions of equipment and ship, and the design
curves were established on the basis of few data from outmoded vessels, the designs
resulting were not realistic. Some equipments were undoubtedly overdesigned, and ship
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shock tests revealed many to be underdesigned. Few, however, took leave of their mount-
ings and traveled through the ship, which was what the method was originally intended
to assure.

Dynamic Design Analysis Method (7)

Due to these inadequacies the shock design number procedure was supplanted by the
Dynamic Design Analysis Method (DDAM). DDAM requires that the equipment be modeled
and analyzed by a dynamic procedure using normal mode theory. Usually the models will
be different for the three directions of shock input, but cross coupling is included by
computing responses in all three directions to inputs in each direction. The inputs to be
used for the shock analysis are presented as a design shock spectrum and curves of spectrum
design value and of limiting acceleration vs modal weight. Since the primary application
was intended to be to rigid-mounted equipments and few field data were available regarding
ship displacements, the shock spectrum is represented as a velocity shock with an accelera-
tion limit. In use, the input for each mode of the equipment model is determined by
reading off the spectrum design value and limiting acceleration for the modal weight from
the curves, then reading off the appropriate shock input at the modal frequency from the
shock spectrum so defined (Fig. 99). Different curves and spectra are provided for each
shock direction and for various locations on the several ship types. These were derived
from measurements of ship tests by analysis of shock spectra and normal mode analysis
of the equipments on which the measurements were made.

In general, this method has been very successful, but its users have not been uniformly
proficient. The Navy has had to provide close guidance in the application of DDAM, and
in some instances contractors have encountered difficu)ties in performing analyses which
have contributed to extending ship lead times,

g Values

In view of the time required for dynamic analysis of some equipments, the present
Navy approach to shock design separates items into two categories. The first consists of
items whose dynamic analysis is expected (from past experience) to be straightforward
and present little difficulty. For this category the shock design requirement is the applica-
tion of the DDAM as outlined above. The second category consists of items for which
detailed DDAM guidance cannot be provided, or for which production scheduling denies
adequate time for dynamic analysis. For these items the Navy specifies a set of g values
derived from previous analyses of similar equipments and from other appropriate sources.
Like the earlier shock design numbers, the g values are to be used as center-of-gravity
weight multipliers in a static analysis, the major difference being that the multipliers are
provided for closely defined subsections of the equipment. In addition to designing to
these static levels, the contractor is required to perform a concurrent dynamic analysis
and identify any potentially unsatisfactory areas revealed by it. Dollar and time estimates
of the cost of design fixes are to be furnished to the Navy and may be implemented at
the option and expense of the Navy.
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SUMMARY

The Navy Shock testing devices for test items weighing up to 60,000 lb are the High-
Impact Shock Machine for Lightweight Equipment, the High-Impact Shock Machine for
Mediumweight Equipment, and the Floating Shock Platform. All provide about the same
shock intensity to test loads, as shown by shock spectra and peak velocities. The major
differences in the shock motions they generate are that the LWSM is rich in high-frequency
components, that the motion of the FSP is triaxial, and that they have different displace-
ment limits. The LWSM and MWSM are displacement limited at 1.5 inches and 3 inches
respectively by mechanical stops. The FSP is displacement limited at 16.5, §.1, and 3.0
inches in the vertical, athwartship, and fore-and-aft directions respectively by exhaustion
of the driving energy. This large difference in displacement capability between the machines
is of less consequence than it might seem. The bulk of shipboard items falling in the
weight range of the LWSM and MWSM have mounting frequencies above the lower cutoff
frequency of these machines (7-10) Hz), and the bulk of those items with mounting fre-
quencies below this value are within the FSP weight range or heavier.

The anticipated addition of the large Floating Shock Platform to this family will extend
the shock testing capability to 320,000 lb and perhaps higher in special cases. Over this
entire range, the only gap in testing capability lies between 4800 and 6000 lb. The MWSM
was designed for a maximum load of 4500 lb and can generate a shock environment of the
full intensity with test loads of 4800 lb. For loads higher than this the test severity
decreases. It would be advisable to consider ways in which the total load on the MWSM
anvil table could be held to no more than 6000 lb, including transfer of shock testing to
the FSP for items in the 5000- to 6000-lb range.
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